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NUMERATION

Por this unit
/

there it little

_he-unitLis1.1,04eopen4he-studen

ed excep familiarity
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deamil notation for whole numbers thus, to defve a littld deeper
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deed no 'place *Lille

non-decima place value

_
,,,PartlY-dmcimaltito place value .

the.,illustration of gi_souping'in tens on page 6 suggest

,For stece

1 .-page 7, tote so that parentheses are.used to -.show that certain
--!,

-: I

re
.

one_ a to be considered iii . In &natter unitqua

a use of enthe4erill be discussed in greater detail.

nts'are introduced on page 7, in a situation whichshOwe
,

serves..

Oi

utiefulness for cone i
vi`

Oasis*, the role : of the inset and of posit,ion.
A

9, question may arise, about the notation for

base seven. We do not write "137. because the symbol "7"

a number system to this 'base. Replacing the numeral by the wr

emphasises this fagot.

It is espe rtant h between a

which epreeented. Some of the propertiesi usually

: 41*

with- r are re only properties of its. notition
,

111

in 5 or 0, and that has in'unendin,g decizaal equivalent_ are

ustrations Most of tile properties with which we deal are properties

the numbers theinselves chid are entirely iiidispefidentor the notation.

otationi the numeral for a .number'divisible

in which they ar4 repr esent Examples of such propert bora

+.2; the number e leven
_ , .

-than,,five The .dist.inction between a

is eased should be emphasised whenever there is opportunity.

a prime .fiber; six is greater

and thel notation in Which



an opportq ty to show that` this is a property

numbers, rather Ilan of the notation in ,which they are represent4

n page '13, the exercises deal -.with tests for di a hility. The

purpose Is to compare evidences of divisibility in one notation with

evidences in anaher notitione but thi,matter of tes ts of divisibilit

be treated mdrefally if it seelas desirable.

In Ex. 79-80, it is interesting to note that the sum

110 looks the same in the binary ay em and the deiiTisal sy

the meaning is very different.

In Ex. 8 can be noted that the peg 'oard.device

kind of abacue fox; the b

The pupils will probe be irate t d o-ka6, t

matori4 high-sieed computing machines.

o be interested in the remainder method for

hose to another. Suppose that 25 in decima notation is to

s. The process rests on repeated division

2, idSntify the powers of.2 whose Sum ill 25. The division is

shown below, followed by a i interpretation of the results of the

divisien at that !tap* will be noted that the remainders indicate

Recall that 20



has 4 is , while

Us more digit! ',are a

deolinal

11,111,010

use_ of- the tats

For exampl

`,!li,O1©,4002 = 31208

Give pupils sCme exercises in changing from binarytc octal

SO that they can. see the simple Vie.inrvlve
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d VIII _

12
.1 .

and k giaa ona,.

lopaodia.

X X
X X

XxX z
X X.
X X

11. etc.

3 x 10 xIp (5x10) (4x1)
- 6 x 10 x 10 x 10 (4 x 10,x 10) 2 x 10 x

9 = 7-x10 x 10) 0 x 10 (9 x 1

(d) 20-= 10 x 10 2 x 10 AO 1)

0,7. x'103x 10 x 10 0 x 10 x 10) -10



15. 54meens5x5x5x5.
16. 4 4,x 4 x 4 Fr 64

17. 43

18.

b)

)

= 444 34 = 81

(4 x 102) (6:x 10)

(5 x 3 x 102)

(7 x 10

(5 x 1 ) + (9 x 103 )

x 10

6 x 10)

+(1 x 0

19. quatre-vingt twenties)

H

ninety = quatrevingt-dix (or 4 twenties

score =" twenty

xxxxxx X X X X X

X X X

0 x 1)1



T.414
7

(6 x 1) = + 28 + 6 = 132

(b) '44-1Vrrr
_AN

50Chsee 7.X7) (0'x 7) (0 x 1

4120serma

by

=9

= 244

7 x 7 x + (1 x 7 x 7) + (2 x 7)

1372 + 49 + 14 = 5ten

50 60 100 '110

51. 61 101

52 62 102
53 63 103

54 64 104.

55 65 105

56 66 106

23. 0 10 30
11 , 21 31
12 32
13 23 33

4 14 24 34
=15 25 35

. 6 16_ 26 36

25.0. The two parts are 'alike" in that they
to the diagonal indicated in Ex. 24.

0
1
2s-

4 /5 6 1
5 4i: 10 11

6 6 10 11 12

27. Foily nine.

28. Site-tab-1A 'Yes (see Ex. 25.)

"t

30. Yes

31: ten

32. Seven

623eTifiren

33. (a). 5530,0n
100

(5) 1363seven

34. 32seven = 3 _40Vens + 2 4D0

25seven = 21mnaisI5 awta

5-sevens seven ones a 6 sevens

* See `explanation on -ge T-II-12, answer 69.

ven

,-8

1 = 127'
ten

h respect

ven



37.

38.

39.

*40.

-en -1

222
211
535t

) 34

alien'

(d) 456
a6

se -na-4. 4.ones = 2 sevens eleven ones

0 1 2 3
4 0 4 11 15
5 0 5 13 21
6 0 6 15 24

( 216 (b) 303

4 5 6 YCe, two parts of

26 , 33 this table are ali22
26

X33

) 23

34 zr
42 , 51

(a) 252

43eeveu ' (4 x 7) 3 = 28 3

(b) 5268even

(c) 304seven

(d) 2608even

=(5x727)
= (3x7x7)

(2 x 7 x 7)

41., (a) 376.x 3 = 111; 111ten = 216seven

(b) 25 x 6 = 150; 150ten = 3030aven

('c) 211 x 4 = 844; 84 n - 2314seven

(d) 15 x 9 = 135; 135ten

d

= 252aeven

245 + 14 + 6 =
265ten

- 147 + 4 = 151ien

Division in base seven is done in a similar way to division in the
dedimal system. Refer to the multiplication table, base-seven
(Ex. 38) for each quotient.

12
(a) 6)42 (b) 6)42o 6)435 (d) 6)4053

11
0 15' 45

434eeven

43. 2meven)501seven
12Y- R 1

44' .5siven)652seven

45. The Ouse di 0, 2, 4,
datie-digit la '5 or 0.

The oh to digit is 0.

See ex; lanation on page T-11- ns er 6

9

AZ
33



T.II-10

6; 13, 15, 20,- 22, 24, 26.

The sum-of the digits is divisible by

47. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. ThP ones digit is zero.

(a) The e of the digits is nine.
Rule: If the of the digits is divisible by nine

number _ divisible by nine.

108, 117, 126, .135. Yes.

101, 102, 105,- 12d.

If the nun of the digits is not bine the fiber i.s not

divisible by nine.

d) Yes. See. 10-
,

)

49. (a) The sum of the digits in each case is the sun of

digits is 6, the number is divisible

(b) Yes

If the sum of he dlgite is not 6, the number is not divisible

by 6.

(d) Yes. See (a)

-Each number Is one less ban the base.

(a) If the sum of t4he.digits is divisible by 3? the number is

divisible by 3.

(b) If the sum of the digi
is not divisible by 3.

(C) See (

s-not divisible by 3, the qum

(d) Yes.

(e) 4, 13, 16 e 10 i jn where n is any integer.

52. Yes.

53. Yes. Yes.

54 5I3ten (1 x 49) A I) A ven

55' 145ten =
(2 x 49)

56. 1958 ,; 10 = 195 h 8
195 f-10 = 19 R 5
19 e 10 = 1 R 9
1 f 10 = a al

Tie succeseive remainders are the dig_

10

yen



74
74 =40 .k
10 7 re. :1 R 3

0 4,1

46Xaven = (1 i 143) x 49), 4 x 7) 5

Divide seven is aboie until last quotient is sero. wa digit
the number in base seven are the .successive -.remind° Note
t the first remainder: is the nrst digit, reading from ht

x 3

X X X

65. Two

66. Base ten Base six Base four Base three
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 10
4 10 n
5 5 ll 12

10 20
''7 21
a 12 22
9 13 21 100

10 14 101



4

+ 27

24 +

(2'x 52 ) # (3 x 5)

= (lx 52) 5)

= (4 x 52) a x-5) +.12 x3)

1.25, etc.

*Exercise 69. ,

eXPanded.notation, we
interpret the numeral
5.8,0 expressed `in' the

4ec1m4 system. -the

Word "five". mtgbX pre-
'fetio used.-

1

x =

-+ (7 x 12) 11

* 6 = 198

32. +1 + 2 =55

71. things are c
kvith-12-inches

and 6.

'72. litwc

tyelvewo 'of length
ae= footvtwelve ii,d ble' by 2,

73. 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 10 l 1.00 1o1 110 xi moo 1001 1010

Four.

*76. la- = (1 x 22)to

(b) 1020two. (14

1.010; (1

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1014 1100 1101 1110 1111 10000 10001

x2)

1 x 22) X 2)

0 t'22
) 4 (0 x 2)

12



5 I. 2 = 111tvo =

6 5

27 = 49te

d) 23 31 = 5 _e_ 1001

y lotwo (b) litwo (c

n

= 7ten;

25 - 22 = 3ten;

(b)

(c)

(d)

Base two:

= 2ten

hen

= `ten

11two 3ton

+ 2 # 1 = 100014wo

10,000,_

-
A =23 + 24 11000,0

Base twelye: pee

85. Four. Thei we

86. The trick is based, on theaiplication of
the first fifteen binary numbers and use
Merrill reference.p. 26 -28 and Swain-p.

-13

110 10tw_

d) lltwo

on tables-.

4 lb., 811b.

the binary numbers. Write
them as your guide. See-
111.





Fa
a

ample Test Questions'

I- ,TR ?ALM.

7d- IX are nun_erals that refer to

T4 5.

eve,_

aka, stones ,and notches are numeral if'uoed to

-quantity.

he same number.

9

.r.rine:3 in 3 7.:0

The 4 8 is twice the
A

The 7 in 7654 is the

The exponent 3' in 57

value ,o_

40 7 x

toc multiply

,T 7 Had man been created with eight fingers

2.

ti 5.

and eight toes,

systems based on eight and sixteen would probably 4.avh'been

more common; v

T. 8. \Witiout place value, we could not count

decimal system.

-11 e cube of.li number l gotten-by

together hrie tImes.

T BY. The base of a sys

be d'ten in ours
f

titgying the numbe

d) the. umber of: digits In the system

are numeric4ly the same.

number of basic add

f digits a eye emwill give the

ion `facts- in that system;

,T 12. We can make a number symbol mean anything we want it to

mean.
"ht

T 1. the number '8" (eight) has the same

number system As in our common number

Ip perform

ions to rememb_

base.

,

computations there are Nore number combina

Ing in the twelve

system.

in the ten number-bake.than in the two
.

15



Wherrwe7-earry -a Ttigtire,- an`- addition *or multiplication

roblem, the" value of th 'figure we carry is the same in

base 12 as in the base 10. ,

F 16. MIL n we borrow in the dozen system i a problem such as
0

154 2t, we" actually borrow ten un=

T 17". In the dgzen.system4 .7 x 9 53,

F 18.- In the five system,.4 f 3 = 13

T'19. The larger the number ba the fewer res needed

totrepreSent.large numbers.

,1? 26 the nipber 842 base twelve, the 8 has a value that is

twenty_ times the value of the k_ in the base twelve system.

T 21. In-the number base five, the fraction 3 is eqUal to 14.
/r.

PART II. MULTIPLE CHOICE.

The >Os at the right are grouped so that the number oT x1s

easily be written in a -umerai.to some

base. hat'is the base?

A Base two.

B. Base three.

*C. Base four.

D. None of these.

In which of

A. 21fou-

B. 21eigh

C. '°2three

*D. 1°°°two

he numerals blow does the 1 stand or 1 eight?

The number of xis at the right is written in num.e l in four

different bases. Which numerals

16



-
*DA, 1-four are correct.

When you write numerals-in base eight in order, -what comes

14tWelve

Correct.

correct.

are correct.

c) 16ten 31five'
t

after 57eIgh

4. . 5ght

B. 1eight

p. 100eight

D.' 60eight A
1

Which of the numerals below rep esen the largest number?

A. 101 'two

9. 211three

C. k3five

D. 21nine
4

Which'of the fOlIbwing numerals represent the same number?

b) 365 eight -. 1O15six d) 20092thr.185twelve

a, b, and c

a, c, and d

bp cp and d

a, bp cp and d

:Which of the following are °or e

a) In the symbol 53, 5 Is the base and 3 is the exponent.

b) In the symbol 53, 3 is-the base and 5 is the exponent.

5 5 x 5 x 5

3.x 3 x

, 17



e corred

re correct.

a and c are correct.

b and d are correct.

h of tfie following-shows the mbaning o 423six
-7*

3

( X V X+ six x six X' six + 'six x six) ( 3 x six)

400 + 20 + 3)

*C. (4-x six x sAx) +-(2 x six)

D. (4 X six) (2 x six)

3

x six
Whidh of the following statement art"true?

The-Egyptians had no symbol for zero.

`b) The Roman numerals CD and DC stand for the same dumber.

I
In'the Roman numeral XX, the first X stands or a bigger

number than the second X2.

The Babylonian ,used thb number sixty in writing - numerals

in samewhat the same way at we upe the number e

. a and b are correct.

c and d are correct.

a and d are correct.

b and c are correct.

Which of the 2's in the base ten numeral below stands for

:2 x one thousand?

a b c
21? 2

K. the one marked a

B. the one marked-b

C. 'the one marked c

*D. None of them.-



he-rea oti-people

base. is a ly

t by tere and te use tense

,A. it i8 easy to multiply by ten.

*B. pbople have ten fingers.

C. ten is a "round" niimbar.

D. s decimal fractions are expressed in tenths.

12. .IX.alzertvis written at, the 'right of a base nine numeral, h 0

number _the bisenine numeral 'represent

16.
A. 'become twice as. large.

B. becomes ten times as large.

_C..___stays the same,

*D. becomes nine times as farge.

1 In whatbase are the numerals written if 2 x 2 = 10?

A. base two

B.' 'base three

. base four

D. base five

14. If you.have only the symbols 0, 1, 4, and 5 for a

system of numerals, and)can use as many of the symbols as

wish, a list of all possible bases is:

A. one, two, three/ four, five, or

*B. two', three, four, five, or,six.

you

C. two, three, four, five, six or ten.

D. two, three' four, or five.

15. In this addition example, in what base are the numerals w ritten?

A. base two

*B. base three

C. tae. gour

19



,16 In thiS subtraction. example, what base are the n e

written?

A: base seven
.

B. baiW eight
*(. blue nine

P. YOU can't tell.

17. In this-Addition example, in what base are th

A. base two

B. base four

C. base ten

*D. You can't tell.

1011?'

10010?
10111?

erals written

18. in this multiplication example, in what b e the numerals

written?

A. base five

. base eight

base eleven

D. You can't t

34?
23?

-1177
70

11727-1?

In the division ex- lc 1),,I.Jw, Llic numerals are written

base eight. Which or the cAakaples is correct?

175 ht_

3eight) 36 eight

25

17

175ei
567eight
3

-46
25
17

ighl

L)

123elgh-

) 567eight
3

6
2137
297

1896thL
) Wreight

3

24
727

27



lge c is correc

A-4,11 is correct.

The numerals ;below are written in base ten. Which num

Okla ditit-fnunibe rs whic -n

198 b 373 8901 763

A. None of them"iiexaCtly divisible by Wale.

a41- c are exactly

*C. a.and are exactly divisible= by nine

D. All of them, are exactly divisible by nine_.

21. The numerals below are written in bale seven. Which ones

representnimiberswhichvisible by -two?

b) 32seven 11-6seven

are-exactly divisible by two.

and d are e 1
.
Aiirisibleiby two.

All of-them are4'dka tly divisible by tWo.

22. In which of-the bases named beloW,Toes the-numeral 35

d) 4-01seven

sent .= even number?

A. in base ten

B. in base twelve

in base--nine

-in-mone-of-these-

- 23. In which-of the bases

sent an odd number?

16 in base four

B. in -base ten

es
ar

named below- does the numeral 32 -Terme-



low are our numerals written in expanded

written correctly?
4Xten2) + (9xten1) + ,.(3 x o
V-X?-718elfer13 ) 2+-16-x-seven") + x -one) 3 61seven,-

4 x_twelve2) + (5 x twelvel) e x'one) 45e

2 x five) + (2 x "five" ) - (it one) 224 rive

and -c are corredt.
b and d are cori-ect.

d d are coriec
D. a and b are correct.

-Which .statements belo

75ten 1001011two

7ten 637twelve

are corr
rb

d)

atements a and bare correct.
Statements a, bp and d care correc
Statements a and d are correct.

*D: All the statements are correct.

PIM -III. -1110BIE

e 3 x 3 x 3 x, 3 X 3,x -3 using exponent
t

Which number is larger, ,23 or 3 ?

Tit numbbr is represented by 92? (81

ite the following in Arabic-numerals1,

Write the following base seven numbers

15seven. 12ten

22
9 o



4.1
follow s e

)55E1'1-

eROeveii.. (2461i6veil

( 156Base °N * nine

plage-of a base we ve number w uld- re s n 1

value? ( yl or 288i-

Write t a base seven fraction 12 iii the base ten. 2

lqamtwo A. 31

41five B. 21

7twelve 16

kfive X kfive 14

1001two 111two None of these



as.

City: Sta.

of 4a s gpten to the teaching

_Approximate,datek:

USE TUE BACK OF THA SREET IF YOU NEED-EXTRA iiACE TQ

ANSWER ANY OF THE =QUESTIONS EROW
_ ,

Make a statement about the ability 1Svel
class and state whether your School uses

-geneous -grouping.

of the pupi in- the
some plan .pf haw-

,

That =parts of the unit proved to be.. the most teachable?

What parts of the unit proved
teach?

-Did_ you OMit part?

you ,,use: any

o be the nit .diffcult

terialssupplementary developmen

If so, what were they, and at what point

Did you find it ecessary to provide the pupils with addition-.
al -material ?

so, vase it oin textbooks -o 'didc-you-write'-your-0-

-Do you think that 'a unit on this topic 'shciuld be' included in .

regular textbooks for 7th and-8th grades?

eas additional-: a omment s- about _our_teachlin ex-
perience with this unit which you think would be helpful to
the Panel responsible for preparing and experimenting with
textbook materials for grades 7 and 8.



7.c.C.§44.7.2t.,

ummeigy -of Teachers

archers - reported that they had taught thispni
y of the classes were grouped-accOrding to-

medium, 6 low)-and.60 were hete eneously
classes were in the seventh-grAde with the

6' eighthgrade feW in the":51,xth,- ninth, or
701:anion was Close to unanimous that material,in the
mit-tithould±be-included- -W-sev htgradef-c0trat

MUD time t on the 'unit varied from 10 to, 27 days with an
----airerage-of-a 6 days.- It, is Suggested th#t-15.- 18 dajs is ir

reasonable amount,,of time foi the unit. There was some flagging
of pupil interest when the unit was'continuedtbo long. Presum-

---ablyjr-when-teachers-have become thoroughly 'f .liar with the-
material and appropriate teaching techniques, a cOnsiderable
redliction in time may be effected.

It is recOnmended ..that the section. on divisibility be matted
-----bi treated 1-fghtly `&cept ari the m©stmost cepable classes; Teachers

`reported on the sections as follows:
_

k '

Most_ teachable: Other bases (2). Historical .treatment-_

Operations
. .

t difficult: Tests for divisibi3.1ty (2): Base seven
Changing bases

A few representative comments Of teachers follow:

have never seen interest as high: toward mathematics.
There-wai no need for motivation.

I feel that more exercises shoUld be included. ,.The
children need lots-of Pradtice--,before-they'.can handle_
this' material with understanding..

noticed the slower pupils expressed great interest"
at -first --but lost int eres themore
difficult portions of the unit.

.

I-am sure now that the time it- takes to teach.it depenas-
somewhat on how much experience one has in teaching this-
material.

0neparent---commented-thatAhe-advent-orj-the-new-mathe-----
matics had made their dinner conversation very stimulat

-ing. She hoped.the "nee math was goingto continue
next year.-

On the .whop the unit was. well received. have a Ow
PuPtls_who Were very poor producers, bUt did very fine
work on this unit. On the other hand, a few pupils (2
did not make any effort to absorb this new aterial.

25



-o teach this that to the seventh
7:_1184 io Oin previodely, -to ,try- .tb- teach
alba -ideas to adults --iiith plind-iets 'Of

Class.





S lls- and_ Abilities

_an abet

counting but

ev tually the idea is-clear:ev

viticut'counting

(oneato.One correppondence

-be developed. Tho idea of

manr-is ueel its

and in contrast t

7

Addition of natural num ess to use the



441Vit_i_es

r student
_ Fl

omit the windows'in the

Oldies or other sets ot_objects:

na -a in cointing_
4

hat mail invented tbe- first nu

an important idea, silica we use it eve

-counting, end that'

A sk - We haveAlrea pumerals- are different

(review this) now-let us see can- -get a better idea- of whet

remember r 9? Have class dis.

ring. out that a child counts,. sets of .9 things many

ly gate the idea of 9. So, 'although the 144 of

with counting,. event. we get the idea so
e can think of it without. a_

Can you think of something els ,ie like this .be ides

?- Suggest the color red, if a good one is not put to

Have -.class discuss this. Bring out that. the pro of ass

again an idea (like threenasa) flat something that one can

not,the color

--cam-eee three.-apples brut-not-the -nu be

other -similar= aim' cepte-that-caryte= used-aretallmestr-,

as, honesty, et4., but theie

pies o vice as many (0

a little less

t.the stud n One might go on to tour__ times. as



:iv± p Lion -;- copplutgtiv ty pi er

-c t ad4U tWo:TiAtOral numbers -
when appropr

:coup ing steps

-elves immaterial, the com-

VitiPrOperty holds.

Ability td Add frOti

_top to tote And. from _

MultiPlication o turd nun

;mutative operation

Not rill perations are commutative

2. dineds toemploy .

1

cdbmuiativity *hen

appropriate



king a' pile o

on-the left d- have theim_write

Have-them write these sentences also using Roman is to
size that they are adding numbers -- mot numerals-.

Ask-- We see ti ere 3 + 2 = 2 3.- Do ,you suppose that this hold

for two- ..natural numbers? -Does a + b b +.a for a tw

_numeral for a and a numeral for b ile a

tence.)

s get a 'trim

the comma r y of addition for

1- number

Also point out that this 3s a property of

and does not, depend on what kind of numerals w

Have student do a few eiercises in addition where..they add frce

ttnm to toe did check by adding from top to -bottom.-

0_. 6 ,83927 (It can be pointed out that this was an
83927 k- )7869
37869 121796 early :way of writing _eddit:ions$

-2. Have some d tuts on charts or board, of stars in a flag
.7. ,

3 x Ask - How manY sf.ars are there in the flag? Did you
r xxxxx count them,all, one by one? If nobody says he cciunt!ci

rows and columns. and multiplied, point out that,

-quicker .way to do it.,
-inNoi;

X x z
X X X
X X X

ould lave' been

o this diagram and --oak questioriir

this ,is the same diagram as before,
4.--r*31 ;





11-

.t.
= 4

of 6-x ask

aok Zs 6 8 a 8 6?- Riv

to

tudenta scUse mhet

'as 4. -rows

eany stars. to..i

Students vrite

tion of natural fibers
_As a commutative oVeratiou. Bring out ..hat -matter whit the

numbers are, that =Mbar of objects could 'always be arr

rows aa above so this holds for arty bers.
.._,

State and emphasise the eom tats ee rr t t ti li aaicn of..
b = -b boccenes- r trde 1 tense -vheneV

la fo natural number put in place of and ibi.

-the :termimoiogy "factor, and "product:

"factorit, is cans of the members Of a product.

Boeome exercises analtiplicatioa, to chow that the c

prineiple may be used for checking.; ._,

6937 , 5834 Point opt that the iUdividUaI steps are d
MA 6937

in the two cases i-therefore i.t is no

that the she mistake vou14 be made in bothass

Since this may be the first e eri.ence of some 'Auden

the
;

ineoulity symbols, , p alai *ttention_sho.

to their use class ussion.

Catrimns A and B of the Exerois
==,

,

t
Irk

for the .class. Those in Colman B are more d

is of Exerc

The teaCher may wish to assign ope -set to

the other to -the remainder:COf the

reisea with, all pupils.

of the class,,an
1

S prefer- to-u_



4



Ode ,atudente with. counters 'and have them put down :and-2 'aid

x x x Then have them push the first -two piles

together ,and count the total-Writing "(3 .2) 4 e Then have

,them,push the second two piles together and write

Repeat for other numbers if necessary.

A- short review of use of parenthess0 may be necessary)

_t out that this iiAPSithP1S-but very ithotittatt property

ural numbers. If we didn't have it we would need many, many

(2 + 4) = 9.TM.

parentheses. We would need parentheses in a numeral like 352,

since th1s is 300 + 50 + 2.

State and emphasise the tsaociatiVe property o Addition of

natural numbers: + b) + c = a + (b + c) becomes a true sentence

whenever any numerals for natural numbers are put in place of a'

1b1 and 'c'.

Ask - Is multiplication of natural numbers. also an associative

operation? 'Have students try a few examples, such. as

5) 2 apd 3 (5. * ome students may be able to

using counterarbUt this may be confusing to some.),

Make sure they do not conflise the commutative- property in these

A
Ic.e;*

e and emphasize the associative property of miltinlicatinno

b) c = a b. c) becomes a true sentence

whenever any numerals 1 numbers are put in place of 'a

b'-.and 10-4-

Ask - can you think of,some operations that are not associative?

Bring out that division and subtraction are not

8 # 2) e2 8# (2 f 2)

r 3) / 6 - (3 -

-

35



IS property 1a very

portant ,in o inary

multiplying

Readiness to. use the

distribute property

The student should be.

able to aim in ish

between the operation

of the associative and

butive properties.



given to emphasise the diffe ±ence between the

tive and the dist butiv6,properti

Pievide students with counters. Have them lay out 3 and 2

side by side

x x x x
"xxx xxxxx

and ask . If we put these together, then we have 2 times what?

2

have them pu h the objects together and get 2 raw of-8 end have

them whet "(2 3) (2. 5) 2 .'8."

Re oat for other num

XXXXX
XXXXX
X XX X X

5

and se
x x, x x x

into x x x x x x

xx xxx

Repeat for other numbers of objects.

"Ask What property of natural bars you see from what we have

been doing? Bring out the distributive prOperty of mul plication,

gieraddaions

a (b e) = b) c) bee mos a true sentence whenever

numerals for natural numbers are put in pled', of 'a', 'b', and

Do acme exercises in replacink the letters by nts orals, including:

Roman numerals, to. emphasise again that this- sentence is talking

about numbers -- not numeral

Ask -.How do we multiply 356 hy 7?

the board. Point out that when we do this we are really using the

distributive property:

(7 300) (7 50) 7 6 is what we actually do end this

out the- computation on

equal- to (3013 6) 7

37



T-I21-12

ione1'siiplifieation is
4

often possible by using the die

ribUtive property

nsion of the distributive

property to the prodnet cif two

binoSlals'is *port:

(-00)(etd)=.ad+befte+bd.

The set of natural numbers

closed with respect to the

addition and multiplication

operations.

38 41



itk multiplying by first expressing a several-digit

oral to phasise; that the distributive property'

ve principle can be used to make

easier if we watch for places o use it. For example,

which a easier to do:

695) (343 or 343 (695- --214

..M.Point:out that in finding 357 125 we use. tOe distributive propertv

-.repeatedly

(300. 7 12

A(3W.. 100) 300 (300 , 5)]

[(7 100) + 7 20) (7 5)]

Tho student might get to the point of seeing through numerous

numerical examples that the product of two binomials-As the BUM of

all the products of members of the first by members of the. second.

[(50c .20

fi

See Exercise 6.

cues - 4

Ask When we add two natural wha. do we get? Bring ou

that we always get a natural xumher, and that there is only o-

s,ny two natural numbers.

Point out that this is what we mean w-

)

y that he set of

natural numbers is closed with respect to the operation of addition.

Do the sim41,r thing for multiplication.

---Ask -about division?- Bring_ out t -when one , natt 1-

id some-
.

is-divided by another we sore times get a.naturalm_

times get some other kind of number. Hence the set of natural num-

rs is not closed with respect to the oper %tion of division.

Do the similar thing for subtraction.

39



T-.111714

opera- :Ability to use

concept of inverse

operations in checking

Division is the Inverse operation computations

, -
to multipliCatian

-ditrision are not

always. poivible,for natural

numbers

Addition and multiplication are

the bead operations

The natural numbers have order

4 0

Readiness to employ

the concept of between-

floss



the inverse-.of adding 3? (answer, - Subtracting 3

do weuse-tlis in' ,checking addition and,ou Motion?

out thdt in addition of 2 numbers, subtraction may

heutiled-is a check. In subtraction, addition i8 the check,

datia-SUbtraction'is thi-inVor i-tif-idditiet;-

Do.d few exercises in checking.

Ask - What' is the inverse operation to matip

logoua4deas to those above.

Do some exercises in multiplicatiOn.

Ask - Can we always subtract any natur

divirlion _And,-

from'another?

Bripg out that one cannot (if nisei-Ade- bringszaro or n Lives

for differences, point out that, this'is-pcs

result is not a natural number.)

g

Ask - Gan we always divide one natural number

out that one cannot, without getting numbers Which ax

numbers.

Point out and discuss that addition-andzultiplioag

operations, having the closure, commutative 4m440

ties-, while their inverses do not.

Exercises -

Draw a row of dots in a horizontal line

them using-numerals. Write numerals bes
. .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

at the

the

ar right of tee board (when there

-ke clear that the o

d perhaps lack of tim

41



T- -16

Properties of the number 1 as

the identity element for multi-

plication

No matter ho

times you -P

by 1, the anew

the same.

To work confidently

with the numbs zero.

Especially, to dis-

tinguish between 0/3

and 3/b..

a.



pictured for natural number. They

Point out that could make the row of dots ver

-or on a slant if we wish."

Do some exercises using '1.0 and wee ss.

class - 7

Have a student measure something, such as the length of a table.

Make sure 'that the measurement has a fractional part.--

Ask if in measuring e could get along very well with only
:,-

the'na_Ural numbers. Have class discuss. Bring out that one soon

needs fractions.

Make ad list of activities (suggested by the students) in which

th ural numbers are not sufficient.

8. Ask - What is the product of 1 and any number? What is the inverse

V multi -ing by'l?\Do some exercises to bring this out.

Ask - What results from adding 1 to a number? How can this be used

to delop the number sistern?

Ask - What happen6 when we multiply a number zero? Why is this

true?

Ask:- What happens we add or subtract 0? Why? $how what.

,happens in numerous cases.

Ask - can we divid zero? Can we divide &number into zero

There should be *lab d iscuasion to fix the difference.

Exertit4Z - 8

In the first exercise the student will nootice. that

4

if the number invoged is 1, 2, 3, but that the

incb-the prodUtt-of 2 and 2 ie 41 where_ neither



risitt number and non- otherwise.

various' difficulties would appear. In the

ince 0 a .b O.

r multiplied by 0 is 0 arid

1 right to be any natural number.

were and for 3/0 gars is no am



h,

4, 5, 6

-2+1,. 1+3, 0+5,l5+1.1

V, VI VII, VIII, IX, , --e-

12 b) 16 c) 30,

No, have them sit down. If chairs are needed., people
will be left standing. 0n4 it you knew how many Oa
we had in the room and counted- the peciple standing.

9. No, 148

10. Check grade book for students with no grade

11. a) 2 b) 3

12. xxxxx xxxxx
oodoclo

1 at you don't count someone twice

14. shoes and people, gloves and people, eyes and noses.

-5'



T-111-2

YVA_

:yes
'to

644; N-140, 596

_55,752; (1A0) 5

-7, 554 _

(101100

yes
yes;

c) -yes

-4) yes.

a) yes
b) yes

c) yes

yesd)
A

2,.052; 25;620; 289,884
7,664,832.; W4)8

e) no .11

7,448; 952,767,671
431 1,000,010)2 (143,8e

T

-b) F

a) T

d)
e?_

1`)' F

) F

a)
b)
c) F

a)
e)
r)
g)

1



are commutative

are commutative

7+2)

13
r

a7, 17

cY` a:7 = 217

d)

e) 17,2400=. 17 28p

2.. No \= subtraitibh-does.not

No

7+12 . 19 operation is

7+2?:= 19' coMmutatiVe-

have

division does. not have the as

a) 3o 30

b) do ® B.

c), 913 913

504 = 5O4

2;000 7 006

. -

the Associate property

ociative proper

'a) 1+9) = le) 72490+10 = 172-

-b) (7+2) - 14 or 5+2) +7 `= 14 b) (51)+20)+36 =. 106
..:-. _

e) ,631.. (74725) = 163 or ;.50+06+20) . la' '-

d), (2441-f7 ...102 c) 284791-.25) i/--7 ,_128f,,

60)+522 = 922 d) -(83417)+46/...; 1464.

-5)+63 = 123 e) Ot7)+(51-15) ., :30_

1-4) '( =44).423+77) = 200

(182).F.a41

47



10)x2X2

X45' 450
.7x ( 25X4) = 700

50X2) X33 3300

a) 2)(5)xe7. ,617(31

b) 25x0 x86 = 8 600

c) 38x( 50x2)= 3800
(1) ( 3x4)x11 = 132

use the associative '..and , commutative 'principles
:4.£ (2x)

-2x6)x( ) you have introrduse'd,,an
additional factOr'of 2

26)÷ 2X5) ' ( No,t y6t; this is the dis-
y of -mu ltikai cation over addition.)
(3.442 ) other possibilities involve double

=

25 = 25
d) 36.:,=, 30

119 = '119

g 42
.11 .27

96 90

48

a) 52
b) 8.4.

6) 3Q

dY '69

e) 74
f) 675
g) 46,
h) 84
1) 208
j) .268

a) 108 = 168
b) 77 = 77
c) 132 = 132
d) 165 = 165
e) 115 = 115

Al 792 . 792-
g) 3810 . 3840
h 300000 = 30,000'
i) 112 4 112
.1) 90 90



4
.40

i.

e

a ) +(4.3)4

7.6)
.8+2),

d) (6.13) ÷ (6,27).
2(5177)

b)(12+r) =(.) ( -3

(10+15) ( 5 .2)+( 5 .3)

( i4)-46".3)

(?8+32) (4.7)+(4

21+14) = (7.3).47 f-2)
g) (25+15) =m( 5.5)17(5. 3)

78..45:= (704-8) 4.0+

--,. 70( 4-a+)+6(1-1;.04-5)

+ (70,5) I.( .40) 8

2800, + 350

-., 310-

8; 2-0
d 6; 7k 4-

a) 5( 26+7)
b) 0.10+( .17)
a) (7.!213)147t787).

d) 27413+11).
) 18 (19+17).

2 +1-2

13 .76 . 10+3)

10(70+6) + 3(70+

0A4-10 -7

-(7c

= .700

. 988

'567 -84 = (506+60+7) -(80+4)

500(80+4) +60(80+4 ) +7(80+4

( 500 -8 pl.HS,00 .40 .844o .24E17 -80(7 -4)4

400000_±,2000+4800+24b+560+28
62B_

6a4-2118

(14+21

61.18

0 0+16)

(12+48)

): ( 56+42)

) (72+27 )

h (7+63

5)

(4.2 ) + (4-3)
7:2) + (7.3)

18. 2)+(18 .1

5)+0 .2)
12.1)+0_2 -4)
14-4 14._

(9 -8)+0 -3

7.1 +

86.34._*- (86)

53-2

49

( 304
80(30-1-4)+ =

(80 &3014#80

24001420+180+24
2924

50+3) 10:4-9)

---- 50(10;9 + 9,

.1
_-_-506+35C430+27

1007

ri

4

6 4')
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pr44_1gaZ 44.4457L4421*--

4

a d- are e .,
la

6 o'

-- ,

xerolges q.. , -
:no. alway _eign ,numbir ..

-oldsed" under addlui .
ti

7.r multipliaatign

no
no

d

61t-- yea
nob)

a) no
d) yes

7) yes, due to theorela
no

raiseb.0-..

lonsh p of addition and multiplication

9
2437

-1

I OD



002
,, -1,992,

'89 19,219

482 -_ P 4,899
1667'e'''' 39
16,820 24 432P

4) 8,843 - 7,569
33,22 1,65,821

1
32 54 + T

eit

104. b) 196
_4 _ c---) ----5

17 d) 13,
13 ) 12

27

e) 88
) 1,462

g) 30,802
h) 0
1) ,1,722

18,226

6) 21

-ID 84

5



III-26

4 15,b
14821_ o theto .le of 1516!

6 'People

no,.

0 e; adding. the: same quantity to both sides of an
inequality doed not, ochange the sense f the
inequality. a<b ;then a+c

1I) no; yes; b is_between d and

E3

are both i yes; n
_ 2) 0; 0

3) a must be eqtal to zero or c = 0

4) no,. it 'is not defined, as division by zero is Impossible
or not defined

52
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1`-

--natitrai-numbers;

The-.rauaber of pupils in your bias

_is_a_natural_number..

3 4) o 1 3) 4

is. a natural number.

ers may be used as symbols to represent unknown numbers.,

the statement +. 3) x 6

interchange the " +" and 'the "X"

(2 4- 6 ): x ( 3 + 6

2 x 6) 3 )_<6) we

and write (2 x 3)-

T.: -(4 x 2 ) 3 = 4 x 2 X

The set of natural n eri s is losed with respec to all

arithmetic operations.
p. 9, 2

10. The statement 73 x 25 may be written as (70 + 5

4. 3

T 11.1 The sum of a plus b plus c is
c plus a.

F 12. (20 . 5 ) 4 20 .

equal to the sum, of b plus

_ -
F 13. If the sum, of a and n is equal to n then .a must be equal .'

to n.
T_.14 The_ser of numtleis whi h_are mumultiples e_d

respect to multiplication.
T- 15. When we say the set of natur numbers is closed with

respect to additions we mean he sum of two natural-num--

bers is always a natural number,

53



enthedep:do not change a ptoblem

Oqativec

J'AR.T1;_10 MPWIPLECHOTCE.

q sum of any two natural numbers...

not -a natural numbe1C-.

81_443.pomettmes a natural number.

C. is always a natural number.

er equal ..to one of the numbers beingD. is a natural

added.

none of these.

If a and b are natural riu bers then .a

__ Ample of

A, 'commutative property.

B. associative property.

.0. distributiVe property.

D. closure..:.

.E. none of these.

Choose, the number from the f011o ing which is not a natural

number.

2
7

1

none of These-. /



16r

-,50 est

the best, solutioh

ivided by 50

diVided by zero not pos ib

`ZetrO divided,,;by_ 50 infinity.,

*E. Zero tickets because half a ticket would have V

In which of the fol lowing numbers is zero not at tae l

A. 110.

B. 101.

1.01

0.11

E.. 10

Solve the following without doing the Comti4 n

`87. 473number named by ( 987 x. +

a number'between 47'3 and

the sum of 55k aid
E none of these.
The fadt that a +
an example o

distribtitiv ty.

*B. 'conmiutativity-.

'C.. closure.
' #1.

assoclativity..



A. -a 12---0

0

-a 0

a x 0 0

The sum of the natural l-.n ers less than
natural- numbers_less_than_ _911s _

d the slim

Ampler name for- 336 x

378 44'

,192

_42

of these.,
-thert

be

;be zero.
a or b dUst be zero.
-& nor b must be zero.

56



ve-are- coma

390 X 5
306.X/

Zfii of
boys? ,rs and in .a lirle;.-Tpm stands bet_ween D

Harry is between Jack and Tom. Which of the following relat
Dips is tom?

m is _ewasn- dick --a

Jack:As between Torn and

Harry is between Dick and Tom..
E. -none of these statements is true.

Dick.

14'. If a,- b end c are nat 1 fibers and
.)Rwhich of the following relations is

+ 2 is .between c -+ 2 and a 4: 2.

b -Ween a + 2- and b + 2.

C. a+ 2 is =1)

all of the above
_

F. none of -these.

15.- A simpler name for

+,2 and c+ 2,
choices_ _are me.,



*are-:.assodlittilie are,..

raction.-

cfmultip ication.

tbtr on and d sion.

;Vieabove-statements are'cOrrect.

none bf the abave_btatements are-correct.

4 ,=

e e used-to-dheck rn It plicati n_-

subtraction.

ltip4cation

4;1:4 division. ,

lon of

none of these

B. 27

C. 670

D. 700

--Er7-none-of --theBe
.

-2 inverse-operation fOr-addltion-is.

A. addition.

*B. subtraction.

C. multiplication.

D. division.
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of

PART III. COMPLETION.::

For problems 1 through 8 write one of the 'following symbols
<' * >) in the blank -space 'provided. Select the symbol that

shows how thasi'numberscompare. If the comparison is n known

write Hunk=

1. the nUmber of

noses in this
ople- in this he .niiunbexl

room

e number of states
--1,

number of stripes in the flag.-
.

Me number of states in the United States
United States senators.

2
3

ber

2

3 + a a

the_num,

known b + c
a + b + a + b

Solve the oblems from 9 through 12 and wri e the c erect
answers in the blanks;

9 x (7 + 2) (81)

10. 3a+ it) = (10)

11. 110)

59



'1;P1 both to the eet or even numbers and

the 'se :orl naturalumbers between 1 and 11?

-1,r, the sproduet o natural nuMbers then one. o
,

number must be and the other

How natural numbers are, there between and 100?



Date:,'

dates

1.

BACK OF THIS .361 YOU ND 'EXTRA SPACE TO
ANSWER ANT OF tT 1E QUESTIONS BELQW

Make_ a, statement about .the ,the- pupiti the-
class and..state whether' Your school uses some plan of halo-

.

geneous group
=

t prpved o -be he-- ost gtea ehable

the unit proved to be the most rdiffidult to

Did you Usivany supplementary developmental materials

If so, what were they, and at what points were they used?

Did you find it necessary to provide the pupils With add:
tional practice material:-
If so, was it from textbooks or did u write your own?

DO: YOu think that a unit on this topic _Should ,be -included 114

textbooks- for 7th and 8th grades?.

7, Please make ANY additional comments aboUt your teat experli
ence _with __this unit which _you think would be _helpful
Panel responsible for preparing and experiment with ext-
book materials for grades 7 and 8

- - -



Teachers ents.

from 4 teachers in 4 a e a e on
t and that the pupils' "varied in ability.

_.___

e i

, I numbers of high, mediqm;,a, heterogensoua

resulVs hoWin the topics regarded as .easiest or
ea

Easiest to
Teach

:

Most difficult
to Teach-

5
32
1
8

Closure
ComMutative and 'Associative

_ _

Inverse r.
'BetWe-enness

'0
fi zero

inequalities I
Al].
Counting
None 4

-1

12
10 .
0
2

o -teachers reported. that they had -taught allithe, topics.

13 general agreemeht among the t ch rb who reported that
is "-the most interesting d a era unit studied thus

"--one of the best units that I hay ever.- taught", Most

repots reflect the feeLing that the closer emanation of- the

airliner counting number's .and- the equally familiar Operations-whIch
hey admit 1.0 not only important, but interesting-to:the student.

Equally impOrtent.i,97the rater gentle introduction to the use o
letter symbols for -'nuMbers which it affeirds'. A large: 'number -or
classei omitted no topics and did not see, the need for supplemen-
tary.ematerials except in sections mentioned below,. NOSt felt that
thisll:nit is desirable for the seventh grade; a small. number Would

-rather-have----1-t graae _ _

M4re specific comments',which occurred in significant numbers of

-.--reports li

.oveli elx rity o,,. that the
section Which-introduces concept of closure was ihe;madf

.

eult_to_teach_. A ere was general feeling that classrodin discussiO,n
,and drill should expanded beyond that indicated in the unit:.
Ln connection w1; his,a e,little time,- might *ell be :devoted to a
diecussioli of th uttive idea of "sets". .., .

cumber of .-teaCtiers. indicated that students~ had
istributive property. thiS section was fre-
One in which eXtra° drill exercise might



4
While comparatively few teachers reported that the section

on he nuthber zero wab eepeciallt difficult, A large,pumber oftlipm
illdiCated that such things as division by zero and the-conventional
OxClueionof zero rrOm thp set of counting nufters (even though
6:0). "may benused"to count" in a special sense required additional
&Isis and expranation.

Practice on principle
formation on closure
Cardboard squares and elA,AL

for grouping
Number-scale

- simple interest proulmo
Drill can inverse operatiwls

Yormalub from geo
Abacus binomials
Lateral binomials
TraPezoid fCrmula

f Brief proofs.in algebra
eraaons Set* and PattOtrns---,



in

number

factor fverb)

ireatest comm fact

Goldbach conjecture

lea

odd n

prims,num

eelve'of Eratostbens
. ,

factorisat property of 1 num _re

tumk rv.

FA FRIA

Asfer#404

Banks, E1"e.*elt

Courant and Robbins

--b ties, pp. 55 - 63

&ittismatita?, pp. 25' - 3

a
Frinnd A sro'Antr9ductiou to platbsmatics, pp. 517 57

4
From The World, of MkOmoaties

Belli pp. 503 710505

644



TfIV-2

Guide Factoring and Pr_

1.1.711P iadiAbilities

To identify actors of a

product.numbers each ofthosetnum

f 2 (or more)

is a factor of the

2. Process of finding

fiery mat-Luria mbar has tha

factor 1.= ry number le a

ct of itealf 1.

21

her is called

-0-1 if it has the factor

Otherwise it ls ealled

65

To identify a o

natural =02ex;

To rico qu arid

skemnuMbillrs by inspecting

their decimaliumersam.



Activities

Ask What-4-3-0'4? Write answer "12 =

Ask -'Wbst other numbers can be multi-lied to get 12?

Write all possibilities using two factors on board.

Explain In a product each of the numbers,is called a "factor ".

Repeat above process for some other natural numbers, as 24, 30,
V

36, 42
I

64

This' process (of finding factor -liid "fietoring."

Point out that factors of some natural numbers may be found

in several different ways.

DO some class exercises in factoring.

Ask- Doab 3-have, the factor one? Does 7? ,07 117, etc.,

Bring out (by introduction on part of students) that every

naturalnumber has the factor one.

c

Ask - If ural numbe what is n 1_

Bring out that the product of any natural number

is that natural nuuher *

Use again the terminology: 6n 1 = n" becomes. true

whenever a numeral for au i7atural nUmber is pat in

for Do

bring out alp,. Lt this holds for gm number

not just natural nuubera.

Bring out every i.atura1 number has

factor, se well as one.

Ask = Think of same numbers that have Ate factor 2.

board: Do we know a Dame for the set of number

Lx- as a

Write" on

that have

the factor 2? Bring out that this net of natural numbers

is called the set of 40- numbers. An even number is

which bks the factor 2.

66



e

Skill inusing induction and

inforaal deduction.

A
I

Ok,



---1 numbers, odd, some

you I me which of these are even?

Or_

1g out that those,wip even unit -digit are even

and the others are odd.

Adk -'Suppose we multiply a natural number by an even number.

Whit do we get? Tp a few and, write on board

students reach conclusions inductively) that such pro

ducts are always even.

Ask - Can we be sure that this.is always true? We tried it ;for`

oniy a few , cases. Even if we tried a million cases-that-

Would stile be only a few -- the would-be's° manta-4M

Can we reason this out La ural numbers?

have student re their own guments (They wit:

be encouraged tc say what t think, matter ho

wild it may seem.) If no good argument is pro

duced, bring out the associative law and suggest

they try using its _en number has the feat

2, and so is 2 where a represents any

fiber. Then (2 b = 2 (a b), for any

natural number b. We see that this has the factoe2
1

(Other _ gum uts by students may be :equal

This informal deduction should be

any valid arguments proposed

insisted thgt they argue

say is good la all hat

finite number.)





T-IV -7

Point out that the above also shows that the set of

`numbers is closed for multiplication.

Is 10 even? 102? 10 ?, lion? Have students give their own

van

ts but eventually point Out that they can use the

general principle just prOvedi (n is any natural num

iv Is 3 - 105 even? 5 10n? Why Again have students give

their own arguments, but encourage them to use- the-two general

Principles just proved.

,Ask - Suppose we add two even numbers. What do we get? Hay

students try1;a few and write on board.. Get them to sta

the general principle they guess (induction).

Aek Hter we tell if this is true or all cases? Have students

their own arguments. If no good one is produced suggest

the distributive property can be useds

2 ) (2 h) = 2 (a b)

Point

addition.

Ask - Suppose we add an odd num

have students do inducti

t the set of even'numbere is closed or

end an even number?

ing cases, guessing the

general principle. Then -Judie:Abet they produce informally

deductive arguments to show that their guessed principle is

indeed true. One possible arguments An odd number is an

even nUmbe + 1. So udd * even is even 1 even.

We know that even 4- even gives even, so odd even is

even + 1, which is odd.

Ask - The similar thing for odd plus odd, again using fir_ induc-

tion,-then informal deduction.

7



5. 'A _ural muaboA le 40611ed "prime"

if it has exactly 2 different factors.

(itself and one)

(if

al number is called "como

more than 2 different fact

_ factors Aber then itself and 1).

-Thar 3 kinds of natural numbers

iassified according to factorability:
t

Primes, composites, and the number on

One is not. a prime. The only even

is 2.



not closed fox_

ds and evens, using non - decimal n Atiera-

t & bright student" maT use this as a

ve argumentp earlier.)

Ask -,;Now we said before that a natural number Whops! decimal

numeral ends in an even digit ie e)en. Hoy can we tell

if this is true finr all natural`' nuMber Have studente

give their own arguments, as before. If no, good argument

is produced, have them look at some large nuMber, Otch.as

357870 Write it 3.104 .1 5.10 + 7.102 + $10

previou proVed principles, powers of lon are men.

EVen times anything is even, so the Met four pducts

are even. Sums of evens even, so the AUM of the first

four products is even, so the number is even or odd,,

depending on whether the _ t digit is even or odd.

Exercises - 1

Ask - Think of some natural numbe hat have exactly twd d f

ferent factors. Write on board.

Explain that these are called "prime".

Ask How many of these are even? Have students substat

statements deductively.

lain thet numbers with more than o different

factors are called "composites".

Ask - If we put the set of all prime ber with the set of a

composite numbers, do we have the set of all natural== numbers ?'

Bring out that the number one is not in either sets



-10

ve examples of a 6. Additional kill in induction

1 principle. never - and informal deduction.

It the truth of that

nciple (nnless every single

been examined_

if a generality has been guessed,

single instance in which it

s means that the generality

false.

.

The unioue r tl n To factor a composite number

property for naturel numbers: as a product-oPprid

Every composite number can be

factored as a product of priies

in only one way, 0:

Order o the factors

for

73



sum of the two primes 3 and 5? Ask fa-

seyera144its of primes. always maki eare not to include 2

as one of the_ primes) and have the write-the sum

Ask them what they notice about the 61.1W which are sums of

two prima- and hope for the conclusion that they are all

even (or at least composite). Then have them try to give

Azductive

ifiew ah exampl like 2 3-

_sed principle was false, d that it takes only ne

example fo show it false.

Explain that no matter how many examples. ,fie have (uhleza

Point out-that thee'

re have all possible example we do not have a piroof0

-3etcie

assignment Goldhac_ conjecture ig,handed in ask

has, heanybody has proved it. )lain that if anyon

will be famous by tcxm arrow, since mathematicians have tried

for years to prove this' but cannot.

Lte a36 = 6 6" and ask how else 36 can be fac oreC Have
N ,

students write the various factorizations.

Point out that there are composites for a

factors, and euow how to complete the factorization.

2 2 3 - 3 -could be Inc but ie not

idea ae just want the prime factors.

ants complete the factorizations far the

on their paper

Repeat for several other numbers and encourage

udents to tell what they notice.
,o

Bring out that the final factorizations are

alikatexcept for order (induction). The

74 8



Given wo. umbers, g. To identify'factors,common

any number which is a factor to several numbers*.

of each of them is called a

n factor" of them.

1 le a common factor of

emy set of numbera.

For any uatural itjai

there iS diwtva a greataat,

common factor.

To-find the goo

=here.

To simpl

7

several'



ask for a deductive afk4ment that this is

for all natural numbers.

This is called the "unique factorizatio n.propert

hers -- that

ores into primes in only one way, except for ordei.

composite, natural number

out that the commutative law makes it necessary

;Alay-uexcept for Order.

hat If something is c oat several things then co

t they a emila- e -Way.. If- bite n

as a factor, we say tha factor is common

exercises in seeing whether sets

common factor,' e.g. 12, 18, have 1, 2,

g nut' that 1 ie a common facto;

any let of natural numbers,

fl
ve- a

o exercises above and

gest common factor.

comion factor ". and that

ys 'a g. c. f.

-Do

to'in-ComMon

,mai.membefa pf

tudents pick,out,the

lain this is called the greatest

,any t of numbers there ,is.

ceene more exercises in-finding commbn f

s of numbers and more complicated'using large

examples, until difficulty ari and then point

t that 'we- can use the unique factori

rty: factor each number a in the set, and pick`

he g. c. f.

ind the simple° On we can' u

idea of g. c. ft. Shbw



4 The product of two odd :num 1e odd.

of 2i Vii. und- 10.

77



T.111-15=

=
7 2 * '7 2 2 '-

that we factor numerator and denominato r and

k--out- the g.c f.;- Then we -separate- the factors--

dart which la,

it off.
4

4

.c4f is 1, so we can leave_

(Do cel" or make Enuy marks-

rein event o .process, Do not let them

vide_ numerator_ deco 4tor V the sum

The essence of ti procedure is the'

Koval of a unit factor. )

excises - 5

plain - 4. 3 is for of some n
.

is called rmultiplen

1 ntsabOr

co era

multiplex F of 3. Repeat f6r of numbers, such as .5, 6,

7,

Ask even number is a).Ways -a matiple,of what?

g binary numeration, how can we tell odds and evens?

Bring out that odds end in 1 -- evens in 'zero.

Ask is 'product of two cad numbers?, 'Rrinout
;-1

using .binaky notation that -it-must- be add-,-- one- a

two odd numbers-end so-the-last- digit `o

product be 1.

Point 'out that the set of nunber closed

for multiplication.

-Ask In baae even numeration, if the mite digit ii*".ze

4the number i is of

CLIVE)



1101. Given Two (or more) min _ . identify. COLMI1021

any Mier which is a multiple

each of .them is- cared a

"common multiple

The smallest multiple common To d the common

to two (or more) numbers i multiple of several nudbers.

ion- of fractione.



. A
assignment is done, tablish-and-emphaeise that

digits is 9, then the pumber i a multiple:of 9.,

timr-4411,4441m- _A simple one_=
is any number_ like

or 600 4. 40 3

rs from _eaves 4,

--digits. Thiref9M Of_tWOUits

is the number itself.

Ask - Do you recall what we mew bar the word "common

taking out al1.91s from 600 leavls 6, all

so what is left_is 6 + 4 + 3 the sum of

is. the common multiple. of two'numbers?

Bring out i means multiple of both,:

and that each of the numbers is a factor of

common muatiple.

Do afire exercises in find

tipies. Bring out that tt

numbers ii'alwaya a cam=

not the. smallest.

Explain Least common multiple, of 86461 tUmber4 is th
a

smallest number which is a multiple
P

Do 40,10) exercises in finding 1.c

multi l.), In which it is fibre

of all of them.
4 .4)

least gammon

__large numbers we can use the

it that for

ue afacto

hat when we add fractionetWe find, it dolly

to write their names-with same denominators:

We multiply' fractions by 1 in such* *ay;ae to

denominators the least common multiple (do nelisay'



=ID e necessa

least common Are it

oaamlnatora_will,be as (Note also

bat 11/9 is just as acceptableacce able.ae 1 2 9. Note alo

2 always be written plus sign.



eioieep o_e that Otht sweraia:
= =

.=70=`,-4:

.1) 2x x7

,2X2x2x2x3x3

2x2x5x13

2x2x5x5

e set of nattfral, n a be -we
,.

n.-
.-, ..:,

he set p.falIi even rfatiriai .:11 per s- frtnii -a
., -' , . ....

he et li
:
iidd-natur41 numb re from il .to

[4,-6 ,,
.
0 1 --1 -18 -,---k); -- 21;7'

27a' 28
x 1

.A. 1x6 1x9 1X1 lx12
. 2 3x3 2x6 etj

_ ?9 I

56,, 4' 102, -2568;
oi:Dpo

6 7631 i(210 500



,1

ey a"
:

s_.0..;
v--,_

,,

even e.Pc4: t!_ ,,

-eier,i- n -.,
..,

kid , ,,

even ver
.

' e Yen, d 31
L'

_,Yeil -

j P;491:1 ; 1

.o dci: :,, veli
..

r ..,

--e -V ven

-13ase?.2

v.en int

O1'_ei th one

1101

Even
r numbers most edsrly recognrted in use

two. Any_ larger base which is an even number
such a , ba -V-cfarcrartow---usto-------4-:-7
choose the even numbers by whether or not
the last_ digit .1 zero or even.

base
1

2
3-

10.
11

13 12
20
21
22

12

14

0-7., 11? 7,-19,
73:_7 89, 97

an Abe , factored in only one way
prime ber

e,S It's ew er to exclude
beginning.



en ybu reach 11 t

1011/'103;:.1* 109, 113, 127, 131, 137, 139, 149, 151
167,'1173, 179 1 1 191 193 197, 199
211 223, 227, 229, 233, 239, 241, 251, 57, 2 3; 269 , 271 ,

'281 , 283, 293

b 17
group of 1 - 50
groMp: 151 -200 an-ci 251-300

7, 11+13, 17+19 , 29+31,

246 440 432 t
two prime numbe

b) 3X3

C ) 2X2X3

d) 2X3X5

) 5x7
Pid.rne

) 2x2x5x5
b) 2x37

) 3X5X7

j) 2X3X7

k)._ Prime
1) 3x5x2

um of

2x5

5N5
2x3x3
2X7X11

3X3X5

me

2x5x5 IL=
3x3x5x7
3x7x11
2x2x3x3x

k) 7x13
----ry-2X2X2)12X2X2X2

3X3X3X3X3X3

2x2x2x5x5x5
2x2x2x2x2x3x5x11



= 2x3 = 1x6
4x2 = rlx8

24 = 8x3 -.6x4 = 12x2=.:24x1
100. = 2x50 4x25 10x10

rx100 = 5x20
150 = 2x75 = 3x50 5x30.

.6x25 10x15 1x150

x 3x5)

10 = lx10 = 2x5
= 1X1 = 2x8 = 4x4

_72 =-1x72 = 2x36 = 3x24-=
6x12 = 8x9
-1x81 3x27 =

216'.$ 1x216.=
F 4x54 = 8x27

9x24 Q. 3x72
6x36_. 12x18,

2X3x13 =j

i;(11=

2x3x5x7 210

2x127 = 254

As can be seen above
unique--Pactors the.

86



case in 210 and 254. Thus We ,c-an
form a greater 'number of combination

a) -2X5x7x11 =' 770
7,

-35x22
55)(14 = 770

= 770

== 42

2x21 4,2

-3X14 42

5x154 -= 770
7x 0 770,
11x70 = 770

o ways using 1 as a factor
example:

3

Four ways
For example:
30 = lx30

= 2k15
= 3x10'

5X6'
2) 2x3x11 = 66

6x11 = 66
2x33 = 66
3x22 66

= 78
6x13. 78
2x39 = 78

.3x26 = '78
2x2x3 = 12

2k6
4x3

2X3x3 = 18
2x9 - 18
3x6 = 18

2x2X2x)%3
2 x '24 = 48
3 x 16 =48

x 12, = 48
X 6 48

7 x = 49

25 - 75

54:5 75-
2x2 2x2x2x2 = 64

2x32 =



uae ne'.o iliac

\repeate,
P.A4104©f the possible'.some

2x5x7x11 1x770, 2A85,
5x154, 7)(110,
11x70, 10x77,
14x55, 22x35

2310 ,.-2x3x5x7x11 1-542310,A
3*779-,
7X330,-

14)(165,
21x40,
33x70,
55x42,

:2x1155,
5X4b2Ji_
11k210',.
1QX231,
1-5s154,'
22*105,
.35x66,
77x30

1

lx28,014, 2x14,007
3x9, 338, 7x4,002,
23x1 , 218, 29x966,
6x4,669,- 14x2001',
46x609, 58x483,
21k1334' 69x406
87x322 1,61x174
203x13 '667x42

Yes there are n -unique prime fac_

each one used onIv ond-ethen-_-yare -n-1 of _e- pairs or factors;

-4x287
2x56

2x500
4x250
5x200
8x125
40x25
20x50

P.

-7-07a---



8) 7, 0 '11 13,
9) none

10) none_

11) no

12 30, 40, 56, 60 70, - - - -

1 2O, 26, -------
4 numeral -which-ends- i zero..

15) nine- gallons

0, 98 2, ,4
12 .99 8, 1 2, 16

12 t..96



. .99 6, 18, 2 ... .96
__,- ----

.96 7, 14 21, .98

99:,. 8 = 8,. 16; 24; 32....96

'14, ?1, ,913 11: 147. 2 .,44 -.99

16,- -_,
.,. 5. sai... -20 '-

!9 5
, I8,1 27, 36

0
d) 1 13; 2E; 39, 52 ,... f 91 98-

6; ----.1-y'-'15 ...--99- 24,-- ------i---96:7-__
-..---:

64, 72, 80,

NO common multiple les
100

39 '7

12
1

No- common -multiple less th
100 r :

55

al 210.

C )

d): ItTO'T
.e) 36

210

o)- 3315

156

315
.336

8o
,1_60

d) 560

e) The are .a11 ultiple
daimon mtp_tiple





ge")

J

0

egcli tium

_i6..

leo

Sample liest Questions

r 'as- a product ;off` prime factors

. 2 . 2

- 2 Circle_ all numeraU which- are names of prime numbers:

es

a

..Find the greatest co on 0 or .of,. the Teri

(8.): 15 and 25

(b) . 18 and` 27

fp) 60, 36, and 24 12

Find , the least common multiple

) 6 and 8 24'

7 and Ans 63

162 l2's and' 20. 24e

these; number

12

Name the numbers in the set of natural nUmbiers between 16

and 25 whidh have the factor 3. 18,
=

21, x 24 4.

Find the smallest numb 6r which has factorization comp el

of tAre; composites. mss. '64

The greatest common factor of 48 ail d.80 4.e

. 2k-. 3

2 -. 2,.

None of the above

92,

=



AVA,o-r, Itt' ,-,.% 4. 4501)
1-,

,L

. i g

r ' , trt -14,t., .-- ,

965-4)
,

; , r- ,

'A 110100)0.
"

(a) None of ,the-. a ()ye.'
t , '-\

I I. ' I}

Every natural ,number has at least the =-fo4ow factOrs I

1 -

(b) Zero :a4d- itself

---
, ,

'=--(a), Zero and one

)=- One 7and

) Itself and two

. (a)- None .pf thp above .

In the complete factorization'

:w( a) Ail the -factors - are prime.

-,A

a composite .-nUmber-

_ (by:All the factors are composite'. :'

( c) -' All the facteirs are coMpositeekeept for the factor 1.

(d) All the :factors are prime except for the factor 1.

,(6) NOne of these
. .

11. How many different prim

y- oa

actor s does. -the number 72 have?-

(c) 2

(d) 2,

(e) above.

The least -common F muitiple Of :81,,;12,-.and 20: is

(a) 2 2

b) a .5
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i""

5
;;', :,,

. .., ,
,.
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' I

.t..?ile oil the 'Abcii,t9 \ = , , .,
=,..

''''. T ak. whieh or the 'folloWing numbers is -odd?i

r44,1'..4'.17..:.-- -tlit .. Ailf,,:.'.:*.8. --- \ -:- ..,

20

77

None of the ove 4

55,

1.. ',Which of the following is not a prime number?

_

( a) 271

) 281

*(d ) 282

16.
=

J

tr '

, -

ch of the folloWing is alit- of-all- the' factors of 1
1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 12

b) 1, .2, 3, 4, 6, and 12
2,- 3, 4, and 6

(d). 3 4, 60' and 12

0

,- (e) None Of the above .
.

. ,

two-factora each, does 17,5 .have?

5

-many...factorizations
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ortei,.of,i, he above

epreient -even number.

Thari st repl. s

An even number

-_k prime_numbe.r

An chijd number

d) A oomposite\-number

-of the above

e r ap are,natural numbers and

s is a multiple of P

b) is a multiple #p`
u.

k must be a prime number

or and a must be lets than

one of the .above

represents an odd number, ehe nek

es en ad-bl



he above

True --Fa

ne way eicept for 0i,der.
S0 e-.oddAliambers'are not prime.

Eve composite number has 0 .prim factors.,..._,
. - _.

Some multi s of prike numbers e prime.
! ,

b'acti proved that every even number grpa e t

F

F 28. Ali odd nOmbers have the.,fac

F 291 No ev i number is Rrime.
4t

T 30... The differende between any tw©i different p-rinte mutibers

greater hark4,0100 is always an'.even numb-er

. Every multiple. of 18 is alscr Multiple of 6.

Every factor o ?.8. is E4so tor of 6.
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.,City;
s ',Number Of day's given to the teaching:,

including test of this
Appro,xlmate,datea:

State:

USE T BACK OF THIS MET IF YOU NEED ENTRA SPACE TO
ANSWER ANY OF THE QUESTIONS, BEnow t

er,a statement about the ability level of"-t
class and state whether your school uses some p
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cost difficult to

.
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I
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e responsible for -Drepailng and .axpetImenting with
ook materials for Bras 7 and a.
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'UNIT XV

Sumnsniot Teacher

There .-were,Iifty-seve pacher, reports ftom centers which in_
uded cladses sqf fpupils of ail .levels of ab lity. The nlffiber`o

daching days ,drent:on-the unit ranged from our to twenty ='eight
th a median' g twelve .days.

,,,r
4

Two questions on the report form were: ( I) topics, were
end 2 What to.ics. were.the most .difficult
listed-,by the teachers h the .taburteach? The tp

Topic,
Primes

'c

G. C. F.

Sieve of Eetosthenes,_
'Deductive -Proof

lary.
Odds and' leis
(other, bases)

Composites
ItIP lies

The entire u

our reports OA giv

Easy Diffic It
20 2

_24
8 16

23
6 414.

1

an answer to either question,

In g nera(, the reports indicated that this unit was ,tleadtr-
able, eas ly underst*odiand rather, popular with the pupils. -The
unit was considered as a, good motivating velsicle. Many questions
were raised by the pupils. The pupils realized Vat tile use -6f:
their imagination was important. 'Some p #pil bdcame interested- in.
history and read.biographies .of. mathematicians. Many en-
joyed understanding processes previ,ously. done ,without understand-
ing.

It'wad felt that this unit -helped develop number consciousness,
-, and also was an excellent preparation for algebra. The Indies.-
`tions were that this unit definitely shouad,he taught In Grade T. ,

,The 'type of goofs used was -new to: the PiiPils -and srequired Much

work, in order to .overcome the beginning ,d4f_ficuities. The vocabu- w

lam presented_ difficulties td the average Pupil _and the slow
learner.; he 4eetttAs on G. C. P. and the Li C. M. caused th
most-- trouble-s-,14ith-the_ L.._ C.'. M. _taking _tile leadc.,,___ t_yas feltI
that the L. C. M. followed 'too closely on the G. C. P. Some- /
eachers-felt ere-should-be more toward_

the talented grou of pupils.' ,



ions from some of the reports:

e, enjoyed 'this" unit and eoneidred it .to be anoth
approach to' our firmer _knowledge of fractions. In add-'
:ing and subtracting fractions we ndlet use C. Me- tnf
mation,and in multiplication and division the new kho
ledge of G. C. F. The value --of,-,these -newer techniques
-pani-icSt 'be stressed too 'strongly for, their -great insight

,similar algebraic -expressions of- Grade
-_pupils'en.toyedusing other based d deciding. on add
and evens. r- f was happy to see that -t1iey couald recall
the otter bases quite efficiently.

', I noticed that this unit developed 'a 'sort of a
"number consciousness that the pupils did not tave
before. They seemed -to look ap numbers a little diff-
erently ate': to associate them with such ideas ah odd,
even,- prime; composite, even + even, even one, odd
one with or without the fact9r two.

One of the most difficult parts of the teaching -a
first was to help pupils develop skill in" using info
deduction to show thai what they had En.30ecteC (by in-
duction) was- true., Often we had done some of this in
class =and I-had -illustrated some of the deductive argu
ents-theyvaquld usec-the pupils improved and- would-try

to use some of the -background they had built in study-
Unit'

The Pupils' reaction, to Unit IV 'was negative in the
begirining. It WAS diffielqt to stimulate their intereSt
and make them realite the value of this material. As

rowe pgressed, hover, individuals, began to see that
what them -had previously done mechanically, now had
meaning -whieh they understood.-

The, tea dher -who made the aboVe statement gave
m the pupils as follows: -`

(a) We are learning this too late.:
(b) ft's a longer, but, surer way to ork.

I was .very glad .1 had studied Unit IV before I took
e- Iowa-Reading Te-st;

This kind of study gives Us a fine background, so
that we can talk more intelligently about numbers..

Some upils brought-in aupplementa terials
all-were-extremely .interested in the work unit.

________e___had_report_s_based__on =an_ article__Zrom_the__Ju e 1958_



nd an article from the. December, .1958- Scienti-
c ericaiii. In retrospect,7.1 believe that I should

have ;.given more work involving computations with
tions; applying the bonceptd of G. C. and L. C. M.
There- was some tendency to -confuse the two ideas.

_e seetion.:of this snit w ch produced the most
interesting diseUssion was procesEr,.or rid:Joan
111.thict4ve .then deductively: the even -odd re7-

On hi s. o e of the dedu ctive.P'foof : presented .
by the pupils ere not conclusive, but the germ o
the: mettiod Was present. $evral pupils were so in-
.terest ed I gave': them! some "number 'theory" pro lems
to :prove.



Introduc or :unusual :goad students. One

Of. h oses- Of this mono aphis t6 encourage thepstudent

only-gA7eA _help

ne d'refuse lielp wJien it t is i arent

oft. The

elfa;ireliant-The-teaeher-Lab-

casary to keep ,him' going

t= the studentlwants the teacher to save him nental e

teadher might even want to make application of these principles him -

self and seed how much he can do 'ithoUt the help of this commer

the student should see the advantage of multiplying
ar

numbers "algebr cally" using the-distributive property and- do-xmatative

property.- Probably one of thgt hardest things to see in this seetiOn

is that if 9b + r is divided'by 9i the remainder is the --same as.when

divided-by 9. Fundamentally the .explanation is. this: Every number.

).divided by 9 yielding a quotien , q and fa remainder r. Thus if

N Is the bUtber t can be written 9q + r where r is the remainder, that

is zero or natural number less: than 9. Conversely-

written inthe where r is a natural number,less than 9, then

r is the remainder when the numbey"9q + r is divided by 9. Thus what

the-expansion of 156,782 in.powers of ten shows, is that it can be

.._written in theiforn 9q +,(1+5+6+7 8+2 ).-- Then the sum in parentheses

-.cap be written in the form gt

division .nee 156,7S2 is equal to 9(_q+

2, where 2 is the-remainder a

must be the remainder when the'sum oftl-

2 which means that

digits is divided by...

This is.also dealt with in the students' . terial. The student can

probably'see this better in terms of n although it may be

easier for the teadA* to see in letters

eventimTly get to the use of letters,

101



him to see what

a nu berg of numerical probles, along .the lines
_

a

1This can probably best be done by

Thus, in. exercise 2, the- dint might write _69- 79 y7 x. 9- +

t-pr

tiv4 and distributive prop

opportunity to impress. these propertieb -on-him, but.

done to the point of 'boredom. When he gets to the point that it is

t shOd1d no

cleat that he knows hit is going on,
a _

he., should not be _required to-_

riame the property each I i F rr. a sum of three he'-cou show

principles or combining terms, redace

twice just:as'a+b+c= (a+b

exerci studerit would of dour be -wr 9, as 9x 7-1-6

n exercise 4, one would proceed as aboved 79an a,* 1 1 x 7

except that one would It ply,` nste d

They would hold equally' well o any number

The general principle -should be foriraila

an do -so hi,msdlf. - The remainder, when the s

numbers ds.divided b3i a given riumbe -is the

maindera is divided b y, a= given- number.

In exe e 5 the answ is 1, whether the, divisor

divisor is 99, we can write 1

ill be 11° which is also l. The .bright student

It want to know what would happen if-the divisor were 999.

one vc ild _write 1020 as 16006 x 100 and so their ernainder would be

x 100 which Is 100. simi-lar argiUmefrt the remainder when 74°

is divided



4.

udeint might want' to carry, this fe.Aber and consider the

reniiiiixter-Vher 102° ig divided by 7. ,;,This' co worked: out

.could .be: replaced by 32° which is equal to 91°. T
2

as fol-

remainder would be the sae as That -for 21° which is, (23)3 x Z .or'

x=2-or-=.24.-----A-atudent-lirAght4nougt-r-7;

to be interested ,in developingAhis shotildhave no :trouble with matipu-- .

-lating the exponents. He might want to explore what would be the last

digit in 66 huge number 346 'This would b just the reiainder when-

340 is diVided by 10. Since

10,7the ads e_ -be 11° T

_,.lebking at the pattern of last digits
4

a will. rider of when'clivided by
. .

exercise might_ also` be:done by -.- . ,

n'-the powerS of 3r- 3i 9,-27,-0',10
- *

, 1

The last digits' form ethe pattern 91 1, ,3 9, 7, 1 an .sr.d o forth.
+ %

nave trapgs- could be plored still -further.-

F exerAse 7 the simplest- test for divitipility by 4 is.to-test.
-' s. . . .

the- numb'er consisting of the l ,st two digits is divisible
. .

For instance, 178524 is divisible by 4 since is is because

178524 is equal to .118500 4-24 and any multiple of 160 is ,sit le

r3,y to-test fo divisibility .by -o4 uses

digits. AOoifier test for divisibilit 'by 4 would be

the last .digit d; 4 or 8' t

to the last digit is even

number is divisib he nex

he la stV .d it is 2 or 6, the '., number

divisible by 4 if the next to the last dig

--; should--=Of course be found.

e reasons

or exercise g, the number written to -the bo.e twelve would .be

multiple ?twelve plus the last ,drgitt - Thus the number would 'be e divi-
.

sible by any.- divisor Of 12 the ,last digit is divisible by this
s atdivisor. That 'is if the?nUmber is divfeible.by 6, its last -digit must

6. Other numbers in place' of 6 would be 2, 3, 4, 1





-1-114-A-14

If the base were.7 since 7 has no factors but itself and 1, the only

number that could correctly go in the blank would be 7.

Exercise 9 is rather ,fundamental but requires some inbight on the

pirt of the student. Just as a decimal terrains e- when the divisor is

a divisor of a powqr of'10, so a "decimal" to -be base 7, will terminate

_en the diviger is a divisor of a. power of 7. That de 1/7 _ _d 1/49

will have terminating "decimals" to the base 7. The decimal expansion

of a fraction depends on the number ba- But whether or .not' it is

rational is independent of the base. A number that is a prime number.

__when expressed in the decimal notation s s. prime number when expressed

y: Cher base, since the property of.being prime is a property of

thp.number and ndf-'.*;6f the y in which it happens to be written. You

not want to tackle this point at this stage with your students,

but you perhaps should be prepared to meet it if it occurs.

The answer to number 10 would be: the remainder when 2

I. 2 + 2, or 10, is divided by 7. Hence the remainder is 3. Numberia

is easy and the answers to numbers 4.2 and 13 are developed in the text

after the exercises.

In what follows it, is piobabiy wise to d h the discussion

with letters sirce here the advantage is quite Clear and the maniptia-
--

tion is not very compleA.

Probably the students k,141 Lc inic,i,_sted in,doitgAuite a little

casting out of the in nt ezi al examples. There is an amusing

little book by. E. "Nowc,,,,logy" which the students might like

to read':

In the next ex b tt.,,z, justification of the casting out

.tb- nines-is ghat thethat remainder when the sum (or product) of two numbers

is divided by 9 is the same as the'remainder when the sum of the digits

1041u,,



111440f the previous se

be-chec 1d 'The remainder wh n ab is divided by 9 is the same as the

peruse described in'ercises 2

For inst ce, ose a- product eb is to

remainder when the product of it remainders is divided ha

_th same au the- remainder when its ,product of he sums of their digitc

is dividekby 9. So whichever way one does it, he is computing the

remainder after division 9 -- it does not matter anywhere whether

a number or the sum of its digits, is divided, by 9 as far as the remainder

,goes. The check 8f course only checks the remainder after division by
%,

9. The digits for instance oeguld be scrambled without alterin&the,

value of their sum and the answer could be completely wrong. But of

course this is not very likely to happen.

For exercise 4, the remainders would be 3 for division by 7, and

since the remainder when 7 is divided by 6 or 3 is 1, the remainder

when the number is divided by 6 or 3 would be the same as when the

5+3+2+1+4+3 is divided by 6 or '3. The As equal to 18 which is

divisible by both 6 and 3. Hence the given number is divisible by 6

and 3, that is, remainder 0 when divided

The short -cuts asked for in exercise 5 are described

that follows. As exercise 4 shows one would cast out threes,ior sixes

6 or 3.

or, twos in-the number system to the base 7, since 6, and 3 are

divisors of 7 - 1 just as 3 and 9 are divisors of 10 - 1.

For exercise 7, it may be seen that scrambling the digits does not

alter the valUe of their sum nor the remainder when the number are

divided by 9. Henpe each of the numbers is of the form 9n + r and

9t with the remainders theA3ame. Then if we subtractone from

the other, we get 9n + r = 9t i r which is equal to, 9(n ) that itt

a multiple of 9. Thus the sum of its digits is a multiple of 9. When

105



the. sam of the digits given is,a multiple of 9, one cannot be sure

whether the missing digit -is 9 or O. Otherwise the trick can be worked

by adding the aam given and seeingtvihnumb$r added to this sum will

give anultiple of 9. For instance in the example given, one must add

to ]4 to get a multiple of 9 and hence 4 is the missing digit.

Divisibility by 11. The exercises are solved in the text

which follows them. You may have a little trouble with the product /

f =7 a< rd -1 and you may want to avoid this; thiA ca.n be done in th

rked out by seeing that 10 is 162 x 10 which Would Kaye a

remainder ef_l x (-1) or 1. If you wish to avoid negative numbers

exampl

completely, you could confine yourself to the first test. Or you

could show the test for two-digit numbers noticing that if the second

digit is larger than the first one, Hider after division by 11

is'Ithe second digit less the first one: 79 = 77 + =2 If the

second digit ti her than the first one, one could add Il to it

and subtract the first digit, giving a correct remainder (e.g. for 73,

subtract 7 from 3 + 11 and see that the remainder is 7). Mil is some-

whatlaborious, however.

It is Import l,Ql14,E., 1.k the rem,iinder after division by 11

by-the second method to start at the right hand end of the number. If

you are merely testing tug it does not matter at which end

you start.

For exercise 2, the test tur divisibility by d would be analogous

to that fo '11 in the decimal 0,)0t,m,

For exercise 3 the r -iubt.i 17,6y4 is equal to 157(1000) + 892 or

157 x 999' (157 + 892). n.. im ly divisor of999,.the

when 157,892 is divided by d is the same as when 157 + 892 is divided

d. The prime divisors of 999 are 3, 37 In fact 999 = 33 x 37.
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ThiStett_would rk for any,divis6- oV999, that is

f course, for 999 itself.3x377 9x37. as well as

The students might also be inte

to;.157(I001)

e_ inder'When

2- - 157. Then

9, 2

-ted-in writ-if-T.157,892 as iVal

if d is any divisor of 1001, the

57,892 is divided by d.is th same as

is divided d. -The prime

hen 892.7 157

divisors of 1001 are 7? 11 and 13. This

Wbuld give a test for 'divisibility by 7,and 13 advell as 11: This'has'

some connection with the fact that the decimal equivalents of 177:and

1)13'have six digits in the repeating portion.. This can be deve1oped

__further.

For eke- ise 4, Consider a number 534,623-seven. Then

stem to base seven, 534,623,is equal to

4 62Sseven* Hence we

,

Now 666seven 6seven

the nUmeril,

534Seven1666seven '534deven-

would have to find the divisors of '666severo
,

x 111seven. To see if 111seven had factors it..

is probably easiest to convert t\ci the base 'ten.

= 57 which ha$ 3 and 19'as its111seven.= 49 + 7

We could-have tested 111 -n for divisibility by 3

So

actors .. Actual:.

adding the digits,

since this works for 3 in the,system\to the base seven as we4 as to the

base ten. So in the number system

would work for 19, that

the baee seven,

' ----
25seven a- `w e11 as for 2,

for the number system

itten the same wkty in both systems.

the divisors

Leven."

ofeeatwelVe which is

his kind of test

6 which ire

etwelv

cannot say that 111
twelve

not a divisor of,one less than the base

wilvtai we U

liltwel4e and a stands 6

diVisible by 3 Ainceil'is

e have to convert it to

which is a prime number.

this ind of test would work

lve and 111.mwelve.
4

d

the decimal notation. It is 1i4 1,2 + 1 t 1

Hence a number system to th base twelv

for 3 and 157 in the decima iSthat



(

'1110,cOnneetio:between repealting decimals and tbsts foie divisibilit

should begin to emerge for-the student here. S ppose 1 is nuxnber

which 18 divisible by neither 2 nor*5. Then so

multitae`Of m. This can be

deps when the power

wer of 10

follo w ; -'lie know t

of 10 are.dividfd by ma e the numbers fnitm

4
1 to m-1 inclusive. 'Since there are infinitely many power of 10, two

of the powers must hav

divisible try m for' aome

he remainder, that is 10a 013.-will be.

/

tural numbers aanert. Suppose b.id

bah a, then" the difference may_ be written.-

10b(i0a.-b = 1) 4

Since m divides this product and has no factors excel

10b it must divide 10a-b' 1, which is what we° wanted to she

have shown that some power of 10 has 'a remainder of 1 when d vi
j

Thus we

m. Call k the smallest such power greater than.. zero.

this we can conclude two things, First, th

we compute decimalexpansioll of 1,

finders when

will be just the remainders

when the powers of 10 are divided by m. As soon as we get a remainder

. ,

the decimal begins to repeat and not before. number k is the

number-of digits in. the repeating pprtion of the'decimal,

Second we,may write any number in the form

a 4- b x 10k l(Pc Id x 10-/k

-k
'in -'the remainder when 10- is divided by m 1s 1, the remainder ,when .

the remaindepwhenour 'number is divided by m is the ,s

is .divided

a +b+ci-d 0

We must notice,. of course, that a, - 'c, d are n

digits in general but. are. natural 11_bers less than,

How far the studen t. Can progress remains `tax; he seen.

tainly be should not be pushed.
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% I

.For &sting but.the elevens, insteaocding th 'gits, we

would take the units digit, minus the tens digit, hundreds

A-9

digit,and so forth. A

637
x

le would

product: 96,824

4 2 4- g -
.3 - l = 2 ,e

We come out with

check when the

For the co

be this:,

7 - 3
2-

prOdU .-20

in each case. This test is a little less likely to

Tolig but

responding -trick mentioned

would be to re

ndiscriminately. The

fliffibult to apply.

rcise 7- one cannot

ion to givesimplest dire

the cr,er of the atigits and-add the two numbers if

the number of digits' is eventbut subtract the two numbers when the

number of digits Is odd. This can be seen as follows: Suppose there

,are three digits a, b, c.. Then the remainder for the given number

,would be that for a, b c and for its reverse c b a. Then the

difference -would have zero remainder. If the number has four digits

e given number would e -,a4b-cedanda, b, c, d, the sum

for its reversal wog d b Then the sum would -have a

zero remainder. Then

but one of the digits

digits but the last

it would not be sufficient, to know the sum of all

,he answ-

or something

complicated.` Tts only advantage

feiure that that for nine has.

qu wOuld.have to ask-for,all the

This trick is much mo

t does not have the case of

'1
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.1. t
. r

) , ,No swer rellu ed., Exampled follow
r

ty

Sum of .digits )'724f is 20
.

Not divisible y 9,
0

2 remain die

Of digits 4 7986)is 36, Diviei by 9,x:

3§.

2.

of dig_ 94997 is O. Not divisible

a
5 re 6

Sum of digits 187434 is 27 Divdsibl by 90

remainde

(gib answer required.

9
805 remainder 2

-v:Stm 'of digits is 204 2©= 2 re-

The remainder when an

the remainder when the

divided by 9.

No answer required. Examples follow

422' 11 . 145 rema finder
9,

SUM

is divided.by 9 is the same as

of the digits of that number is

= 97 remainder 4;
9

22
9

remainder

f
remainder 4

Theaniqueness property of addition. (refer to page

commentary and page 5 of the students' text)

(to) Yes

he



0 a 10

a remainder of 1.

s a remainder of 1
4

(a) divisibility by 4: If the number formed by the la_pt two digi

divisible by 4, then the. number is divisible by 4

diviE;ibilitx-by 8: f the number formed by the last' three d

divisible by 8, then the number ,is divisible) by 8k.

by)25:' If the number fo ed by the lapt two digits

diviable by 25 (e.g., 00, 25, 50 75), pep theinumber is divisible.

by 25.

2, 3, 4, 6, 12 (

9. (a) multiples of powers of 7. (This includes negatiire pourers of

7, e.g., 13/49 in the decimal system .16 in the system to

the base 7.)

(.12541..

10. rer 3

11.. {EL) 1)_2° 1
9

12. Cast'` 9,3

t

1 - 1 = 0 (refer o'ekercise 5)

1 - 1 = 0 above).

om. the sum as you go along. (se .page 7 in stu4ents'.

111
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page 9

sum of digits:
sum or digits:

5

5562

'416
801855

.Sum of digits : 27

ilmf of digits:- _9

Answered in.th

'810855

3, 0, 0

5. - Answ red-in-the text

6, tasting cut .,the vixes.

7. 751+3

page

sum of digits: 9 Sum, of digits. .9

sum of digits: 10 Sum of digits: 1
Product: , 9

fl

2 + I + 0.3, other digit is 6,

or 1 0 6 = 7, other digit is 2,

su 'of d±gis 9 or 2 + 1 + 6 =9, other digit is 0 or 9.

14 1) a. 7,8 = 7 x 102 58 which has the remainder 7 = 10 when

divided by 11 since has the remainder I.

b. 758 = 7 x 10-
2

+ 5

.1246 = 72 x 102 .

72 + 46, that

b. 7246 = 7 x 10

4- S which has the .remainder 8 - 5 + 7 11- 10.

which-has the

+ 2 or 8.

remaincler as hi

x 10
2

4 x 10 6 which has the same

remainder as has 6 - 4 4- 2 - 7 = -3, that is, 8.

a. 81675 = S x 104 16 x 102 75 which has, the same remainder

as has S + 5 9 - 22. hence the re inder is 0.

b. 81675 = 8 x x 6 x 102 + 7 x 10 -. 5 tdch has

the sale remainder as has 5 - 7 4. 6 - + 8 = 11. Hence

.the remainder- is zero.
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8 is 1 more than 7, &number to

V
Ability, by .8 in'thesame Way that we can test for divisibility,

he base -7 can be tested for

decimal system. For instance, consider (5326)7

Using the first method we have (5326)7$ (53)7 x (102)7 (26)7

Since 8 is il the remainder when (102)7 is-divided by 8 is 1.

Thus the remainder when the given number is divided by 8 -is -thel

same as when.(53)7 (207 is divided by (11)7. But (53)7 - (44)7

and,(26) (22)7 =. and hence the.reminder' is the same as when

6 d ided by that is, 2.

Using the second method we have (5326) (103)7 3 x (

2 x (1b)7' '6. When t isds i divided by 8 _dainder is the same
tY-f

as that for 6 - 2 3 - 5

(see page 6 of the teachers' coaaentary

3 '9, 27, 37, x 37, 9 x 37, 999.

4. (See page 6 of the teachers' alentary).

In the numeral system to

by grouping in triples all the divisors of 73 -

divisors are:

2, 3, h, 9, 19, 38,57, 114, 171,

le seven, we can est for division

These

number system to the base twelve, we would have the

divisors of 123 -1 = 1727. These factors are 11, 157, 1727.

Ye The, remainders when the powers of 10 are divided by 11

are -1, -1, 1, which has alieriod of 2-since is a

divisor of 102 - 1.

(b) The divisors 3 and 9 listed in the answers to number 3 Are

divisors of 101 - 1 as well as of 103 - 1. All the others

have three digits in the decimal eq.ivalent of their reciprocals

and for these, grouping t e digits in thre gives a divisibility

test.

the teachers' commentar 113



3

1

11

1

-13 17

1

101 1 \10 10 10

102' 1 9 15

10 .6 10 12, 34

104 4 1 3 4

105 1 5 10 4 6

6 1 9

107 10 5

108 9 16

109 10 12

101° 1 3 2

loll 5 10 4 3

1012 1 1 13

1013 10 10 11

10 2 1 9 8

1015 1 6

10- 4

'19 21 37 101 41

1

10

5

12

6

3

11

15

17

"18

1
9,

14

1

I

1

10

16

13

4'

19

1

10

io

13
r.

4

19

1

10

16

13

4

10

26

1

10

26

1.-

10

26

1

10'

-26

1

10

26

1

10

1

10

100

91

10

100

91

1

10

100

91

1

10

100

91

1

1

37

1

10

18

16

37'

18

16

1

10

number of digits Ail lii4 k4c1e 1n the repeating decimal is the

same as the number of digit6 in the cycle remainders. Since, for

xamplei there are five remainders in the colur n headed by 41, one can

tesiU'or divisibility by 41 by g- u i_g the dig- is in fives.

For the questions on page 15 1u k page 6 in the teachers'

manual.
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No
NON-NEGATIVE RATIO'tEL NUMBERS

eatment in this Unit is what more sophisticated '

than the treatment in the -Unit on Natural Numbers and zero

It is assumed that the student has some skill with fracti6ns,

and in converting fractions to decimals. The Exerciaes in many

instances a;p very challenging. Some teachers may wish- to

-omit sections 11 and 12 or to teach these sent ions to the

more gifted pupils only. Probably this unit is more appro-

priate for .Grade 8 than .Grade 7.

Other previous knowleage assumed is: the natural num

bare -and zero, called the whole numbers, and some familiarity

with the commutative,. associative and distributive properties

of these numbers. The notation for 6/2 when the denominator

is a factor of the numerator as well as simple fractions like

6 are assumed. The fact that 1 is the identity

element for multiplication, that -zero is the identity element

for addition'and that zero times any number- is zero, as well

as the property that if the product of` two whole numbers is

zero, one or berth must be zerqvAs assumed though the studeft.

ynot be too sure of some of these properties. The

inequality relationships of whole numbers are not assumed, though

f they were nown some condensation would, be possible.

Much of thisphapter can be taught experimentally and

the definitions of equality, sum and product- should be on

the basis of experimental work on the part of the student



the product

tier° it should be made clear that we ,define

two rational nUMbers as we do because of,our-

idea of whit they ihou. alp The students themselves should

-get.to the point whore tie ,see that to get the preduct-of

two rational numbers, they compute the fracticin *hose` numerator

is the product of the numerators and whose' denominator is the

product of the denominators given frictions.

In exercise 1 the explanatLign might be that 71.12 I
. e

:diViding one pie into 12 parts Efnd taking seven of them, But

the idea is that tie number which 12 s multiplied by to get

'7 is more imports

Exercises 3 and 4 are leading up to the next ectiono

Exercise 5 mould bring ut the idea that the natural number

4 are included -in the get'of rational numbers. Eor exercie

one c 'an use intuitive ideas like dividing pie- to parts.

This ia.probably suff for most students. But it_- is

bettwPargentuall to do 'It like this: Suppose a/b

Then multiply both sldoo

/b.

equation by b and get a =,c;

(We are here using Ltia y that "equals multiplied by

equals are equals" )

Section 4. Herb the A houldgraduall develop

the idea of equality culwus. The nerjoss-

multiplying" is Inherent ln the definition of eqUality, of

'..two fractions ar-a is klut, It, it : elf bad It it comes after
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due eXperienoe and on,th bast

t of the students

by=e he 1 one ways many tiMes bef

V sing a r The .shopt

o them.

Sxerelaes.._ In 'eke

of formulat #pn of the

ld probably test .for equalit

re they get, to the point of

cut should deviled {

cise 1, the two ways referred to' are

_clueing to lowest terms and converting in other ways Wtwo

fractions with the Salim denominator, Of course cross multi--

plying is. another way when-the students are readi.for it. In

exercise 2, At isinteresting-4hat doing it this way yield's

the same definition of equality. Werhave a,c /be = ca da and

hence be ad.. The purpose of exercise- 8 is to point out

the dIfferenoe between he distributive property and the

associative property. That is, to divide 2+6 or 6.12 -- iy 3,

one MUet aiVide each. number by 3, geting:2 3+2 ox, 2.4 veep ep

tivelyrbut to divide 2x6 or 6x12 by 3 One can divide either

factor of the product by 3 but not both. In exercise 9 the

statement is true for all the rational _numbers we have no far

and:hence the answer is "yes"However if we include -also

the.retional number zero which appears later, the recikeeal

of zero Apes not exist and, 'since the reciprocal of a''humber

441011 does not exist cannot itself exist, there is'no

reciprocal of the" _reciprocal of zero.

DiVision by zero. Iii this section and the exercised

the Student should explore he difference between-3 0 and 0
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4

ob flb o gu sh is to perfor

d_mUltiPlications O. i& that number which g ve

11/
24t very number multiplied by 0

an not _liencettil% is ',116, such number. On

0 times 3, is 0 'and hence 0/3 Should be the

this point on, 0 should be indluded among

ational niimbers the chapter. There are quite different

difficulties with 0 O. One respect in 'which:.it would cause

oublier is in the it ion of unlit Hy the° ,ttefiflit

_IP,Notild...b.e..,equal to all fractions, ,Alho -0 0 -cbuld

any number .sinee zero multiplied by any number is zero. s.

'&1-.6. The phrase "invert and'multiPly appear,

here after, due experience. A little better dascription would

be __rat Jona l_muniber_g tees the same result

as .multiplying'by. Its rociproaal. But again this should

-out--of -experienc

One way to approach the answer to exercise I would be

his How ninny halves are there in r 6. It would

be possible by this means to show that .a/(1/ ac but it
would be more difficult to deal with the general ease along

these lines. Exercise 3 shows that the answer to exercis±

,4 is "no
Section 71. Probably many more_ ercises should_.be give..

-here. This would be a gopd..place to review greatest t .eommo_



few iiteral:'-
tig4 in with caution. Exeiicise.,7,is a4. illust

,T"

c:511-str ibut ive property. Though it ielnent coned-;

y 14 the next seotion,. 1_ does not` seem nocessa'ry

:Section 8. It is probaby true that at no point in the
eL ,

student's career should he memdrizi, 'the Propertios listed
this aectic n. But as he uses them more and more he should'.
bed-brief fmiller - with`-them, n osa
to= assist him in spot? where he is not
what he wants -o do is "allgwed" or not.

------Section -Here we run --into' a--littlegl

'6 Fe- bitt

'sure whether

we have been Calling rational numbers a subspt of the com-
set of rational numbers. here re was no apsial_ha up

tp this point e mice the statements made were all true of the
larger set. But when we have inequalitiee_wes_need to_make_a_

distinction between positive and negative rationaenumbers.
lee 2. This could of course be solved using the

results of the next exercise_ but one is not supposed t6 do
could be done intuitively: if you divide...a certa

number of objects into mailer number of parts, each part
is larger. It can slab be den° by conver ne

to those with the same denominatorat- ad/trd, and

d ab/bd. Thus if a/b.>a d,' ad > ab and hence d>130::

Exercise '5 can-be done this way.



64otildr-ile--lapparent with a Tittle .

ogitati.on that 5 6, 9-and 18/19 are in inoreasing prder

ce they .differ from 1 by smaller =Quilts'. .The .others,

tIzi7lie put in prder in other ways.
,Exercise 4 is an exariple of what is called Farey 5erie

end is sometimes designated as F- The answer is

1,17, 1 6 1/5; 1/4 -2 7, 1 5 1 4/7

02 5/7, .4; 4/5, 5 6/7, =1

feCenciei can be found to this in many books on theo

ntimberi TWO of the mot _interesting properties are these:

X. if a /:13 and d are Any two successive fractions,

mple ;

3 2) = 1.
the fractions-are-3 end 1

f are three ,sucoessive, frictions,
a e) / (b f). For" instance, consider 4/5,

Then 6/'6. (4 .6 5 4:7).
resits would `occur with 7 rep

1 'mintier

Exercise 8 should not be too difficult numerically

it*is harder Algebraically - in ,fact probably beyond the

ed,, by any- other

capabilities- of most the students. Solutions follow.

(r )/2 Ls r/2

a r,. then_a/2> which

one wduld show the other,

a 2. Now r o r/2
shows that r

nequalit

-*For example see Hardy, l'Introdu tion to theory of numbers'',

2nd ed. p.23 ff , 'Clarendon Press, Cbcford, l945.



UMedY.:and this becomes the inequalit partf a.

'just the reciprocal -of -part,
t- is Convenient_ to use exercise -2 9 and see-

onl

,b

f ad < boa

Siction 10.

if nisr ir a4 b+d)< ,b (a+c) it and

In this section there is much room for
oration -en the part of the student

develop that 333333.. is not exact
far the decimal is carried,uniess

no matter h
one puts a 1/3 at the end.

Some =decimals in the list have a string of- zeroes- -yhich- can--

be omitted and others haire a. repeating pattern. In exercise
udents siaoUld .coin e' to a clear_statement that

decimal terminates if and only if the rational number can be
reseed-a:I-the quotient o natural-numbers

the- denominator is a power of 10. When this' stage _Is reached

they are ready to go on to the next eXercisea.
Exercise 1. The stuienta should have as much experience

as is necessary, along the lines
.
of this exercise so that they

will formulate for themdelves the conclusion that is stated
below- The same can; be said aboUt exercise- Throughout

this atiation the .s udents-.=should be ditcoura ed from reading
,,_.

ahea zest. of discovery should be theire,'



-1 he-1- 3 is 0_

itris une third-of t'

,oXao; 4.' The number of, digits in the

imel equivalent of 1 p,where p is
Wtiri

,

a-num 0 =always 'a divisor of-, - pfoof can

n.,oOks'-)on the thetry of numbers. The idefi or

óóf ,is this: r First, one : sho that the remainder

-d at--sbC-Cthert-the-
,,,

Ausinder 1 afterp-1:divisions and hence

pagiawind with the p-th division. -If the rspeating_

iii smaller, ktan it would repeat-again and---agiU

comes to the p-thryy divis icon and since it has to tome

exec_ y tile_nuraher_mrdigits in the repeating onion must

be a-divisor of p-1. The first statement made is the hardest:;

to .--- is don thin .'ray: the e _s when 10,:21,10

(p-1)10 are divided by p are all different and

7-there --are 0-1.c.of -them.- genre they- are order-41

3, 40_5- p71). Hence 10,2,10%301Q ", _pa1410

is: divisible by .p. Since p dbes not divide "the:product

203,4* ..(p-1).we can ,divide: .by the product and see that 1

is divisible,-by p.



SWprS

ote_ these are non-negainter
5; 7 1/3

1, 2, 4, 6, ,84 9, 12, 16, 18, 24, '36, '4%12, 14
nUmbers are all faitore-- of 144,- ncrriding.'1

we think of 144 as factorable into 1x141.1)
_ .

7 4L .- 21 28, 35,. -42,.49, 56, '63, 70'
26, 39, 52 65

1%o of 3. or 3 1

is the ntObe-
n _

f it
I

ultiplied by 5, )4 is-obtained;
.

II it II '7

11, 6
, 100 II

8) 1., 2, 3, 5, 6,' 10; 15,.
all the lcumber g aboVe
all the numberd abovt

---9) 10, 15, 34, and 51
10) d is a multiple of a,. and b,' and.

a is a factor of 'd, b is a fa tor of _d,
d is a multiple of axb, axe or bxc,
Similarly_akb, axe, bxc, are all factors of d

axbxe is a factor of 4_,_-d_ls_a_multipl

170, 255, 510

1-

Exercises B.

' 1 7/12 means 7 1/12 or 1

means 5 1 or

x 7.. In words, seven twelfths or ne-
'twelfth of seven.
or five -thirds or one third: o
five

10/6 mean_ 10 x 1

-.14/4 .means 14.x1

6 or 1/6 x 10 or ten sixths or one-sixth of
ten

x 14 or fourteen tWentyfourtirts or
one Wentyfpurth of _fourteen

123.



fr7V-10'

where a and b are natural -numbers

x x, def. of rationalpumbe_r and tie =

as-sociate-proper _

1 commutative property

nswkline0

using Value .of product of two
rational numbers which are 'in
each numerator

same reason as abcpv

-Th-41-16 riumerato ra are ual -also-;--The---denoMinators-woul-d-have\-to-be-equak.

roduct-o-f-the1#7 To-find-the-product-of two-rationalnumber- --7f-ind---the-
numerators and the product cr the denominators.



e 6-11ractiOns-are-unequal Thedivisioh:was.
.distributed which is4npOr;'7.ect as 6 and'12are
gi'factOrs, not-addendb;

a
a cos b 4 0 a reciprO0a1 ori; eciprodal.

-would- have: b-e:defined.so:that x 3 a 0' and

the only way -you can arrive. *at p °duct. of zero

is for at 'least one of the factors-tobe zero. ,As
3 4'0, then 0 = 0:

then by definition x 0 = so that 4 x = 4'which is

'contradictory as. any number ultiplied by.zeiv is equal

to zero.

1000.

No;.' for to give any meaning would mean:we Could diVide by zero

No, for to find a value* for --., we would' have tO-find a number so

that 0 = 0.some number - We ,see here that an- nuthberWaild-
work, this and s 0-has no definite value therefore

meaningleas. 0

Exercise E.

3

The quotieht of two
f dividend and the
numerator

Exercises F.

numbers is equal'to the product Of the'

*al of the divisor
denominator



-v-13

"Ways of explaining this One :might be "the'
-ator, Oils: "how many" (numerates) while the- denominator

to ,l ua -/I.what- kind or size" deziomination

Firs .change the rational number's 'so.,--they _have equal -fienomina-to
the subtract one ,numerator froln the others and place over, the.,

mina-to

.b) can't do

ad +bc

do

We useuse it in finding like denominators or, if preferre a coMMon_
denominator) so we can change the frgctions, if .neeessary, to
fractions of equal value, haVing this common denominator..

1
aYes, as it. of the 'form where a is any whale number and b

number o n

b
c a c12) If and-- are two ational numbers such that = Os then:

aeither 0 or both.

a acdefinitionst r x

acp and bd are whole nunibers - whole :nui
closed under- multiplication

'0 - then by- .definition -oi

s aic

U,s a = -9 or a..
fOr whole numbers.

Exercises

1) i) aigsui-e.- 2) identity- element for add." and -muiV. Assoc=ttror add, )---Oornmutativity --f or add. ndul
5) Distributive 'property. No. 71' product = 0, one both:
are- zero. 8 zero multiplied . by any whole number is zero.



115

SUOPPW have' two .rational numbers and whr e

Leaving out the, halves and the

E,

%Vacherie -114nual-for two properties. on this Varey.serles)

-See.NO. 2.aboved The demonstration of these properites consists
simply of changi g each rationalnuMber to one having -a common
denominator and mOaring-the-numerators

rds .Would have so

4 4
Zr)

ethin

4

like this

227 loser to r

Given any two rational nuMbers.t

ChangihgtOComm n denominators
,

we-have ad mid with the same denomihators Ve-now-,c pare
the numerators which dueto.closure

,414mber. abeh ad _cb,,Fad or <,eb.
accOrdingto_the_p operty
for Whole numbers





all show this
For all parts of caviblera
rational numbers where



(4." ' . 1.

+-I-be-TX-721re.
\

71)1.0-,,2 d-,--- ad + ad and ad + ,ad < tad 4 pc (as; Lid < bc)
8imilarl ad -+ be < + be (as ad <, be) .,,,.

1 1.,.1' ,l, .-

2 bc+ad Y 2bc-ar 2ad < be +_ ad <-2bc
a ac 2ac Same reasons::,as in- a) "above.

- - - e

.?9)
C'

E 1

,4117
.-

a_ -2ac,
bc+ad

We now can make .the numerators equal
.

compare denominators. From previous. work -we
know-. that 'when numerators are equtil; the ."
smaller denominator means the larger frap
tionar.value. Thus we see that the- required
inequalities are equivalent. to 2bc bc+ad
and > 2ad.

or ad(b+d) < bd eb(b+d)
-15(1 + add < abd + bed < cPb + bed

,

As ad.< be, the left-mempc':r (abd + ado. ) is less than the
-:--mi-ddl-e-member;----Simi-larly-; abd-t- bed--<--ebb---+bcd.=Etbalrt-trt:



.16; q .142657,_

the decimal equivalents were repeating decimals, such as

1_7, cant4 T r W e exact.

(12

10,000

Yes, the denominator will alwayq have the same number of er as the

number' of decithal places.

.156; .0057; 7.69; 356.9
Yes, due to the nature of the division process with powers of

there will be ncv.remainder-:, if division is carriedfar-enou

eery termlnatingdecimel can be expressed in the form n where n

en,

0 rill

9

10
,k are natural numbers. Likewise,. any rational number of the

n can be expressed as a terminating decimal.
1c t

10

If the denominator is a factor of 10 or a factor of a tig0

of ten, it will be a terminating decimal-

They will be only 2 or 5

Yes; 32, difides 100,00

40 divides 10,000

.16 divides 10,000

6k divides 1,000,090

Exercises J.

(or powers of 2 or 5 or both)

1) 1 3,of 1/100; No; Yes; 1/3 1/1000

2) ',.000851 142857....or 6/7 oui o0005714-_857 ...or 4 -0 000

3) .9, .99, .999, ,.9999

.01 ; .001 0091

if we multiplied /3 by 3, wc would get exactly 1

.375 4(15._

.11303 .050

e

132

.123.... g) .p7()92.3.

42345.. h) .0.p6623529411764



Exercises cont.

e. are 16 digits, 6 d (at most the number of-
digita will be one less:-
than the denoMinato

_epOat, as the denominator is made up of,prlme factors
g-and 5.- As far as 412 places, possibly.

726. zero

Exercises K.

4; X21

2) 34
L 3 1330 21

37;

) Count the number of digits in the repeating part f the decima
7-: -It Tthe.number-of digits is@ k, multiply n by- 1(7 :

)- the number of digits'in the repeating part of the decimal equi
valent of 1 where p is a prime number, is always a divisor of
p-1 7

tip



F. Division-is

Unit V

Sample Test Questions

Part 1. True - False

he inverse of subtraction.

2/9 can mehn either 1/9 of 2 or 2 x 1/9.-

In .adding rional numbers, if the denominators. are equal

the numerator. of the .sum is the sum of

the

The

denominator is the common denomina

following'numbers-are all examples

the numerators and

or..

of rational numbers:

3 /4 .5,.8/3, and 1

F 5 DI.vision-of.rational numbers is associative.

T 6. The fractions 0/a and 0/b represent the same rational num elb.

if neither a nor b is zero.

'F 7. The set of non'-negative rational numbers is not closed with

Opect to mu ltiplication.

at z is dllf erent from zero then 3z z 'equals

9. The expression .a b c may be

21tiple of O.

F 11'. The decimal' equivalent of any

10. 7'18.a

terminate.

T 1F. The symbol 24/8 stands for bot

negative rational number.

F 13.- Zero is not a rational number.

written a e b.

a ional number will always

6

a"natural number

F 14, The sum of 2 rational nuf bers having

&rational number whose numerator is

ators and whose

inator.

a non-

equal denominators is

the sum of-the numery

denominator is the sum of the common denom-

T 15. Every repeating decimal may be represented as a rational

number.

134



T The prOductOf' zero and and rational number is zero.

F 17.. If one ration41 number has. a largpr numerator than a second

rational number

) T 18. Even if-a = 0, 7 is a

F 19. If two rational numbers

alWays equal.

T 20.' The number ,7/16 8/17.

F .2i The fractions 3

the first is always the larger.

number.

T 22.-, Another way.if Saying that 14 is divisible

that 14 is'.a multiple of 7.

T 23. a b is a natural number only if a >

rational number.

have the same denominator

and 16/20 represent the same rational

T 24. In the division problem

for a number which when

T 25. The reciprocal 'of 1/2 1

F-26.%\ The sum-of b

1 2.dlvided by 1

multiplied:by

2.

a + b

F 27. The reciprocal of tie reciprocal of 3 is 1

F 28. Even if b equals 0, a/b is a rational number.

T 29. The fractions and t u are equal if if r x

by 7 is

are

we are looking

gives 1/2.

s x t.

PART II. MoLTIPM-CHOICE

In.adding ratAT'onal,numbers with unlike denominators, which of

the following may never be used in findin

multiple of the two denominators?

A. multiplying the two denominators.

B. doubling the largest denominator.

*C, adding the two denominators.
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dividing the product of the- two denominator by 2.

All of the above are correct.

Which o the following pairs of n berg are both divisible by

some number greater than one?

A. fi, 3

B . 8 9

C 7, 28'

D. 5, 23

E. None of the above.

You-Can find the product of two rational numbe

A. multiplying the two numerators.

B. multiplying the two denominators

*C. dividing the result of A by the result of B.

D. multiplying the denominators and dividing the numerator.

E. multiplying the numerators and dividing the denominators.

Which one of the following, fractions will give a repeating

decimal?
_

,A 2

The quotient of two *atural numbers is
-A. zero.

B. a rational number%

*C. equal to one.

D. a natural,number.

E. none of the above is correct.
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h-of the foIlowing-is true,

equals x plUS z'plus

/1c1 equals_ xk)/(

) equals (x/t)/(z

:) (xt)(

None-of the above.

Terminating dedimals...

A. never stop.

B. are exact.

C. never end in a sequence. zeros.

are not exact.

E. None of the above.

if a/ = Y/d and a. 6 and" d = 12, then x . y equals...

A. 1/2.

B. 2.

24.

D. cannot be determined from the information

E. none Of these.

The decimal number, 2.71825... i8:

A. a repeating decimal.

B. a rational number.

C. equal to the quotient of tWo integers.

can't be'determined from the given information.

E.

given.

one of the above.

10.. We can change the denomlna or of the fraction (2/3) /
the number "1" without changing the value'o the fractiO7_

A. adding 5/4 to the numerator and denominator.

B. subtracting 5/4 from the numerator and denominator
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multiplying- both the numerator and denominator by VW.

D. dividing the numerator, and denominator by 5/4.

E.- none of the above.

11.a In the following list of fractions, the fraction which does s-not

terminate is

1

1/5

1/8

The fact that 'l/W x 12 is equal to.1 2 x 1/k is due to which of
-- the following principles?

A. associative

commutatiye principle.

distributive .principle.

closure property.

E. nOnS;'of the above.

13. A repeating decimal...

A. always starts repeating Immediately following the decimal

point.

B. never repeats.=

*C. Continues to rep a division is

carried out.

are not periodic d

E. none of the aboVc.

1k. The number of digits in the :repea in

is..

A.



of the _ above.

Which Of the following

quotient 2/3 f 4/9

A. (2/3)/( 14/9)

(2/3) x ( 9/4)
( 4/9) x 9/4)

P. (2/3) x (9/4)

*D. (2/3) / (9/4)

is not a correct way of

all of the above are eat.

PART III. MATCHING.

s) 1. ( 3/4) x ( 4/9) 12/36

2. (2/3) (4/9)

1/3 = 12/36

( A) 4. 2/6 = 1/3
(V) 5. ( 3/4) x 4

(A) 6. 12/18 2/3

'Find the

( 9) 1

(18) 2.

(64) 3.

(4/Y) 4.

(3/Y) 5.

(3/5)

PART

missing numbers

3A 7 J12

6/7 7 ? 21

5/8 7 40/u

28/49 =;

15/35

102/170

A. (a.k)/(b k) 7

12 B. (a/b) X Ai) 7

C. (a/b) (c/d)

D. (a/b) f (o/d)

E. (a/b) x (o/d)

F: (a/b) x b 7

IV. COM LETION.

for each gf the following:
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Arrange numbers in order of size, the s allest

aPd_largPt last.

16/20 Iv 21

The rational number which is equivalent o-.212121-

In Vi ion by 23 the number of the po ble remain -

-ders .4s

Find- the decimal

Carry-out the division until decimals terminate.

(.25),10.-- 1/4'

i'_625 11 8,

.35)420- -7/20'

C.0625) M

(.53125) 14. 17/32

15. It was shown in the unit,that in the decimal equivalent

of a/b the number of digits in the repeating Part

equivalents for these rational numbers.

not be greater than

PART V. MULTIPLE CHOICE.

Whith of the f llowing properties for rational numbers does

riotfit our -everyday experiences?

. A. One is the identity for multiplication.

B. Division is the opposite of ultiplitation.

C. There is an associative property for addition.

D. Subtraction is the opposite of addition.

*E. 'Itne of the above.

John had 3/4 of a dollar and spent 115 of it. George had 1/5

of dollar and spent 3/4 of it. They both spent 15 cents.

Whit property :or numbers does this -life situation
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ye property over addition.

Aisociat property for muitipilk ion..

C Identity propertylfor multiplication IF
L

COmmUtative property for Multiplication.

Alone of the H00,-_

r are rational number-1s-_,

D. m 1 n 1 or both

None of the above

Whiell of the following would be a correct wa to give

planation -of "3-. 1/5".?

A. Divide 5 objects into 3 parts and take one of them.

B. Divide I object into 3 parts and take 5 or them.

*C. Divide 1 object into 5 parts and take 3 of them.

D. Divide 3 objects into 3 parts and take I of them.

E. .None of the above.

Here are 3 numbers: ms m.4 1,
n

in order, from tY Stallest to the largest, we wOuld.haVe

A.

f we arrange them

B. m

M m 1
n

m 1
n
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_:41 of a rational

Jerry work-toget0 r dbliak,p10:johs. Each-gets hilt

-the7mOnerthey-earn.----:-Prie-week-the-- had-two-JObs-WhiChpaid

and 3. When they spilt- the money, Jim thodght they could

divide the in half, and then 4iyi,04.thp :0 in half- en

add these twO shares tether. jdrry-,thought

the $5 and $3. together and theh divide the total Sarni.

,Mhen the ed both Tethdds, they got the same count each

way. What property for Arithmetic numbers does this life

situation illustrate?

A. Cogitative P operty fo

Distributive proms'

C. Associative property,for multiplication.

D. Commutative property' for multiplication.
,

edition.

E. None of the above.

If sH- 1. 0 where r and t are non-negative rational numbers

then we know hat

*A, re:= 0 and-t . 0
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the reciprocal of r
-s

properties does at:,

)The-Aet' of rational, rI"lifters is-closed with

multiplication.

Multiplication is commutative.

Multiplication is associative.

:There is an identity for multiplication.

Evety rational number" has an inverse for ultipli atioh.*E.

The Aecitlial fOia_the numbe

End.

Repeat in cyCle

*0 Repeat in cycles'

D. Will not repeat

E. None of the above.

11. If m" represents the simples

dSW 1.14111 end if

A. is any even number.

has no prime factors.

f. n:nA.s-any odd number.

D. has no prime factors other than or 5 or both.

E. Ns ;le of the above.

The rational number halfway bet



'13. 1f

1§'

2.

2/24

Mone. of the above.

Os where ,.a and c

OW that

0'

B.

,b 0
%

0 - or
,......

Q. . or b -4:0

0 or, d = 0.

o both

or both

or both

a is the reciprOcal of

E. NonS of -t--he above,.

-

e rational numbers then we

14. Indicate the relative: Bile of he 'following pa

.the symbOls

20/32 :1 5/200

36/45

15/35

35 7/21

15, Calcula e the following quotients:

( 4/7) A. 3 / W ( 7 / 8

( 9/7 ) B. ( 3/4 .

A oCiative) C. This shows that the operation of division

'16 Place the

0400S 'at -

of rational numbers does not have, the

,property.

tonal numbers in the following list in the answer

hq,left.



0

/© 3

0/0 -2/7

3.6

How mamy.different remainders can appear when one hatutial

number is divided by another natural number if the decimal

'equivalent does not terminate?

`One less'than the divisor.)

What remainder must appear if the decimal equivale-
--

terminates?

(Zero.)

,Arrange the following decimal equivalents of rational

numbers in increasing' order from left to right:

.6, .57, .6021, .561, 6, 5, .06, .05

050_ .o6 .561, .570 .6 0601, 5, 6i

Arrange the following rational number and decimal equ4...

valents in im.reasin order from left to right:

1/3, 1/4, 1/5, .2: .91, -2/7,

(1/50 .21 1/4, 2/7, 1 .37.a .91)

make it exactly:18. What rational number would you add to

equal, to 3 (1/30 or .033...)

A '
O MatchAhe descr iptions on the left with the answers ors .the

t,
2)- A. A check to determine 1. ac

IA two fractions, a
7 2. ad

ab cd

ad

1)15



C. 5 -6.

7/8
243 2!:13 6

21 Carry- ou

1

the folk
lest fOrti-

(0) 11,,, (0/5)._. x (,:1/6)- x (2/7).

(27/6k) B. ( a/) X': (1/2) X (9/8),' .

(i/p).:.:x 4/8)

3.9 -r$:. (3/2)-.- -iii3/4).

Find the product -1 5 Explain: your-answer :in terms

(1/20y

Define: See text

Rational numkier
4_Terminating a e clmals

Decimal tquivaleni of rational ,nu

OrTerin cf rational numbers





{.0ited:

IIHE'THE'llACK-OF,_THIS SHEET IF YOU NEEDLEXTRA SPACE TO
.ANSWER ANY OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW

-

a

J , 1......, .e-,..Q.A. -.....4.J.
. , _,

e a statement 'abet the ability level of he Putd a' in the

class and state whether your school uses some plan of homo.

gen6ou-a group

'at Parts-of he uni -proved to, be..th6.. t aohable?

a s of the unit proved .tO bs the most difficult
. teak?

Did you omit pArt?

Did-you use any upplementary developmental materials?

If so, what were they, and at what Points Were they

Did you find it necessary
al material?:

If so;_ was it f extbooks or did ;you rite your o

eluded' inDo _you think that a unit on this topic should be
regular textbooks for 7th and 8th gr des?

Please Make ANY additionalccoMMents about your teaching ex-
perienee with this unit which you think would bellelpfUl to
tEe Panel responsible for preparing and experimenting with

=_F---textbook materials for grades 7 and 8.
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y of Teachers Comments
%

e

eri,rof ,days given to the unit varied fro_ m 7 to k3 irith..
7g-e-_Pqr.-10-.'"''Itie classes varied- in ability -to this -.ektent:

medrilm- level, and 14 heterogeneously grouped' claSsep'.-Pcas list of' sUpplementary developmental- and practice'

es p
ease or difficulty of the sections in the opinion oF eachers is indicated in the following list:

Easiest to
Section Teach

Whole numbers risibilityvisibility
Multiplication of rationals 8

uaiity or rationals 5
DiVrsien -by zero 4
Division of rationale 7
Addition of rationale r

ry-of properties 2
Order of rationale 1
Decimal equivalents
-Repeating cicimais
_Fractional equivalents of

repeating decimals

Difficult
o Teach'

Teachers of this unit generally agreed on the importance of
cost of ,th material in this =it, but found it slightly harder -:
maintain high interest than on some of the other units. However
22 out of 24 felt the material should be introduced.

A majority felt it necessary to use supplementary material
particularly for added practice material. This was the most
commonly voiced need. Added materialb used by different teachers
included the following:

_Work on geometric progressions including the Achillep and
the . tortoise," 4paradOixes

More -work on percent .froM regular texts
, Introduction of negative-nuMberb:(b.ecause title-jof
Ratio and proportion prOblemS
Practice exercises froilf-.0treSPonding Maryland unit - also

-use of this snit for developmental .77

diagratris, to clarify meaning of
;'operations : on rationale

Drill- prOblemion manipulation with .rational
For la for changing repeating decimal -to -eq alent fradtion--
No clear conclusions appear possible from the data on ease or

fficulty-Arif sections-except-that-the-first-few-sections-in-gen-
ral went easily, but that the work on the order rela tions the J
ationals -andth% work on repeating decimals in -general were hard.
ever-al teaohere -noted,- however that the material on the repeating_

f49



stimulating_ and ex

ons of statements made by teachers follow:
-16'iwa: Most valuable in strengthen- the

af._-the various properties. _ As we work_
ind an Lncreasing desire on the 'part of

'zieasaffs for operations. ey also show a
eneralize.

eLA:zevel- of, verbalization is very? high, for 7th and 8thde,n- alb 'lit- these , units readers 'encountex- major
A:number of my better students 'havecomplairied

,,ttieistatements of the exercises were, hard to understand.
'11.sanore_fun with this -unit _than_-,an

ar. 6-also much tougher for mast of the= 6 Uderi
spent considerable time making various "proofs": I believe
his-was-meet valuable-and will_ ca-rry,over-'into -future,mathe-

matics Wo'rk.. I am sure the path into algebra_ will be much
smoother for these students than fir those in "rev:liar" classes.

_____Itere=is-_much_ here to tie arithnietip to algebraAnd!yie area,
. I be4eve that the material in this unit couldfpoet--.,epte vel

be taught at the 8th grade level.. With some -rileirititin
lification I plkin to continue to use it

7 ;

r."7th grade grotPt..
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d-

HEMATIOAL-SYSITEMS

t t that to hers using this unit-hav

d bcith its obisctives and the method -of a inch

used. with -i

T objective is to lead the students to achieve some amle-
-

o_, nature of mathematical systeme. It is not intended nor

Asaira e children should memorize the various tables or drill

_

ma the operations introduced here.

T cher should read p t through before beginning to plan

his p en Cation . and give, coesiderible thought, both to how to present

som introductory motivatic and even more how to the students

"discover" the various relationships- and preperties of the =it for

iaelves and.- in -advance of -the-reading- of-the-text --The - - .

pts to suggest problems and processes for doing thieras does thigl,,

teacher s guide. HoweVer, these feettz6;i

planned for teachers. The proceas; 9t,dieco*ihg, o rceii

for one's self in a step idlchieving our major objective: an

appreciat.ion of the nature of .some types of math4itztical, systems. fit

is clese to an appreciation of the nature of modern niatirmatica o

the work of mathematcituis.

One of the most important activities. of mode.

___±_-__the,search-for common ellements or properties =ap
a

diverse sitUations or systems. Sometimes these' common eleinents

deliberately built into new systems whi a.re_ constructed 'as generaliza

tions or abstractions of old systems as when the numb system

extended from the.sys e- of natural numbs to the whole i-iimabers to the

positive and -negative) integers to the rational numbera

151
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747

elements=are observed in systems -less clearly

Ci-is-when the rotations of a rectangle into itself
'

onteived,Or'aeforming an algebraic System with a-"multiplication"

'*ia'diaciised-in the unit.

the a --eopecroUt=6

_-And their search forpatterns-in-diverse-abe

ions have been exadtly the tools needed and-seised,upon

ie tists-in-their-attack-on the-problema,of-our,p_ ical,wor.

theory= of - groups, , which actually has as its logical beginnings the

properties discussed in this unit, had its chronolOgical beginnings in

.

-,7--...-theAlarly-19th,century:inprobleit relating, to the soluilon-ot_equations._

Metricesi some of which Allis groups andIive,further examplea'of

Oiples of this Unit, were invented largely by the,ftglishMan

little later. within our:generation the German physicist

-g has used matrices in the formulation of the quantum

ant in modern phyeici. Analogoue stories r

rconi-back to-the differehtial equations
.

all the outgrowthi of'Einetein's relativity

bAo hie-use-of the tensor-calculus developed-brthe

'Ricci and Levi-Civita All of these

hematidians and scientists Are always as

Frequently thematics developed aol

'I's properties and etruCtUre is later foUnd

orlooth science -and mathematics we _need

:And.understsmdpittern
/ -

-g mathematical systems involving sets of

Oa.' _Such systems which have certain simple

ed--groUns and their study is a,majo



c.-,:HOweverf other substantial objectives ntalincide Ao,

assoiiative, and_diOtritutive-properties, as

well as themonceptsef cloogre, 14ontitv, gement, inyorso_

Inoreai
-

and sUbtraction and their relatioiehip to -inverse andq_entity

erstanding of the inversee-t__, bons of division,

and One elements.

ditional discuesione of these ideas
-

Carl Bo Allendoerfer anctCletnn,-0. Oakley, iibinles orlilathematiCa.
!,!

New !OA; McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc., 195

W.)Samyer; Prelude .to Mathematics..

oks, 1955

Jonesi-Elementsry Conneuteof

cmfliap- Company, 194



Saila and 'Abilities
_

,

To add in modular situatiOns.

. -

ngtablem.,

fcs; we can To appreciate that the propertibe--'.,

he:properties .

Mio&17. additionLs commuta

- -

Zero Jilin. ictintity for addit

Mod_

to" those of,-ordinary addition,

Subtraction is the inverse of To subtract _modular situations.

addition.



ctiviti_

ions in a boiing patch. (This_ may be drawn. ,on Pm

clock
,

1 4.- 2?,

-
etc.

t that this kind cifaddition is different from

r1 Addition. -

Hame:atudents construct an addition table-for this kind

of addition.

This is a new kind: of arithmetic; Let _us

ways.-it is like, ordinary arithmetic and in-what ways it is

different'

Bring out that all the` facts are before e-ue-

weAaw.answeraIl ohr-questiphs about grope
1

looking at the table.

ring out thit.addition i s commtitativa (theAableie

ymmetric), associative or this Maw; examples Will

have to-be checked).,

Ther-e.is an identity for addition.

Subtraction (the opposite of addition) ie alwa poi

e.g., 1 - = 2 because 2' = 1

Explain -- This kind o arithmetic is called Pmodular arithmetic

rid the nuMhei 4 is called the. odulush. We-do not actual

just add in the ordinary w

of the modulus.

modular arithmetic for any

students make addition tables mod 5 and mod 8.

and take

We can make addition tables ,



,'T q ram?

ifat two and-

A closed iind

at ion ,if rcir any o

members of the; sit, the

process assot tes with them

TC'ilecid whether a

closed to operaticic.



n discussion bring out whenever

tangs a 3rd .onIassociat

tiee call that process an -operation.

=dive -some examples, of -proconsul Nihich-sre- operations and

t which are not;_

for natura1'numbers a'and b, -let a

-3 b' let it mean_12'-e--ar

operations becau41- for

Theo--

tural -.num be

there may be a_unique natural_humher. However,

this system is not closed, because if b is equal to or

greater than ia tIere is no natural number- ual to

3b. But If a t.b means to take twice one:of them
.and than add the other- we 'do -not always -get .the-

natural number (there are two pdssibilities

not an oper tion.

tines

closed to an operation

so thin

do that operation on my two members of the set and when we do.ire

get' a member of the set. (the "two" members of the at may be the,

one, 2 2)

om ezaunples of s ts-closed-to. -Certain operatio _

such asp ____

The _ t of even nos. is closed to since for any two

157,



name ig the operations or

members o

kember of a :To den tify a identity.

identity for a given Opera-

Aion if the result-of applying

member.
1.



T -X

48, we ean add and we always get an ,even no,

because. the .ope-5

rformed for example.'

Tell they etuden,_

table; remind act o_

bey are to the entries::. n
--s

t for commutativitys

vises

Alcr

her, mathematics:: thkb

hmetics arS-eiiiplev

110of algebraic syeteres.

An algebraic system consists. OF set.of things not neces-

a .
sarily-'numbers), .or more operations,' and some rillea

. ,
, .propertiesp conmerning the operations and 'the things in the

set

Feint_ or the modular'isyStems

things,. so they are me.thematical systems.

lain Zero is the identity for addition( ordinary.

4,4
--This means titat'when we add,it to.any-number we ge

.operation so that .When:

mere er and another me gel the
. . .

d a member and an

operatipn to 'this:

other then we gall that

special member an "identity for that ,TOpeiation "

Ask-- What is the identity or- mUltip3.i:cation in ordinary.

ithmetie

stUdents -.make a-- 5,7e1 it 5 'rather-tban--0'17

point out that 5 th identityr-for -addition m -5.

(It was labeled "0" before. The point here

needs not be ps )





there is an identity for an

operation in a thematicfl

result of

applying- the operittionqo two

4
members of the system ihhe

iclentity; then those mdmbers are

eallettinveie f each other.

he members of a mathematic

aystm may not be num_

some mathewat2 ai a,

the members'___

some) kind.

To decide whether a rneMber Of

a system has an inverse for a

given operftion. sod to.

tientifi it.

e-

In systems irivolving motions:

reepgnise theim4emars,

To apply-the operations,

Tv decide the properties of

the operations,

TL, identify and ube an

Identity,

TO Identify and use verses*

i 6o 1



Exercises 4
-

plain For the o on of addition, in mid .we have an

identity (named "0" or "5", as we chooseY.

Ask = lake ) in-this mathematical system. What must we add

to it to get the identity? Repeat question for 1, 4
a

5 Point out that for every kember of the system there

ie something that an be added Li produce the identity.

We "prove" this by noting that the identity is

found somewhere on each line of the table.

1.=1.- If we add tw thinga and get the iden

of call them "inverses of each other

2 is the inverse of 3is the-inverse of 2.

Exercises . 5

Review tie deiini,io4 of an algebraic system.

*

Explain There are algebraic systems without numbers in th

by writing tables we could make up lots of them. But

s make up amalgebraic system.Orshanges 4f a rectangle.

PrOvid- etu4ents wfth rectangles for rotating.

lesecan be.cardboara light books, etc.

Explain - The things in this trysteizAll ibt be nUiber

be changes sln the position of a ream.

krill &Janke the rectangle soWe will mark thecorners

Att

it has the same appearance as wheri'we started, except

the marks on the corners can be moved itround.
i4

t us see t changes will be in our system.
4 c.

changes which would result fro rotatigne about horizontal

al axe ad gotating-in the-plane of the rectangle.

,4!Pall these Apl, and 'R', xeepectively.
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Another change is the one which leaN4ii-it exactly 0.-

a is (either leave it alone, i change ,t,. in such

a way that it ends up exactly Eli is

Call this change

-These 4 things Will be the pers system.o
0

.

EXplain - Now let's define an operation.

Our oper on will be to do first one change and then another.

Have class make up a name for the operation, such as

"multiplication" or "changification".

Have them also-make-up an operation. symbol, aucb as-

"H*V- or "HoV".

Start class filling in a table for this operation and let

them finish it individually.

Ask - What are the: properties of this operation?

.Have students find

That it is in fact an operation.

That it is commutative.

That it is associative (this will ake a lot of checking)

There is an identity.

There is an inverse for every member.

Exercises 6

Note that the coMmutativity of IN and is shown by the symmetric

-lament of the elements in the table.

Some introduction to impoctant aspects of deductive reasoning is

possible here -- for example in 4, every combination would have to be

tried to prove the associative principle to hold, but only one

moo= Or examp would be needed to prove that it dldnOt' holds



Modular arithmet1L,, wo,py ue

thought of as algebi-eie

systems with two oporbtacdub.

0 times any member ie Q.

16 t

41,

8. To calculate in modular

arithmetics-



-jZio'the natural numbers make up a mathematical system?

'Discuss this,- having students give. properties.

Two operatiOns and for which there ' is closer

commUtativity- associativity, and dist- butivity for

multiplication addition.

Two operations, subtraction and division for which there

not closure,`and which are not commutative or associa-

tive.

There is an identity for -, none for

No number except 1 has an inverse for multiplicat o

Since there is no identity for there is no question

ask about inverses.

Explain- The whole numbers make up a. mathematical.

Describe its set as the set of natural numbers with zero

put in.

4Repeat the discussion as for the system of natural nos..

Exercises - 8

Explain - We have seen modnlAr arithmetic- for addition. If we

put in multiplication we will get different mathematical:

systems. With both operations they would be mare like

ord nkry arithmetic.

Have students make multiplication to

mod 3 and list the prcperti

Commutativity, associativity,

Identity

Inverses for m in mod

an inverse.

Q times anything is 0
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TA-- 6

product of no# a factors

zero :.iii dome systems.

e the To identify -n_ review the

_ s i v pr P , properties o Us

..multipl etfitiori over add1tioi 14... . . thmetics.

epog 12e whethe or

two. Operations the dIstri-

tive propeky ho



If a product is zero, at least one factor is zero,

in mod 5. This is not true in mod 8 ari hmgfic.

,The inverse of multiplication (division) is always

'possible in mod 54as long as.the divisor is not

zero. Division is not always possible in mod 8

arithmetic, even with a non-zero divisor.-

consider mod 5 and mod 8 arithmetic with both opera-

ons. Have students check whether the distributive

operty for multiplication over addition holds.

(Some deduction is' possible here, since i

reasoned that we do calculations in whole numbers

and then take away multiples-of the modulus.

_Therefore, since the distributive property holds

,forwhole numbers, it will hold formodular!.1,,

lthmetics.)

:Fiave students check to see hether, in'mod 5 and mod 8

addition is distributive over multiplication.

(whether for any a, b, c, a # (atb

Do some arithmetic exe c ss in modular

including finding square roots. (Explain tIat to, find a

square root of a number, we find the numbe which when

multiplied by itself give that original number.)
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0'1_ 2 6 7
0 0 1. 2 3. 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5, 6 7 0
2 2 3 4 5 6.7 0 1

3 4 5 6 7 '0 1 2
4 5 6 '7 0 1 2 3

5 5. 6 7 0 1 2 3 4
6.6.7 0.a 1 2 3 4 5
7 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

3 - 1 = 2

0 - 3 = 2

=0

2 = 0

3 4 =

1 - 2 = 4

2 = 1

time the same position

4 #0 =4

Mod 6

0 1 2
0 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 °2 3 4 5 .0
2 2 3 4 =5, 0
3 3 4 5 b 1 2
4 4 5 0 1 2 3
5 5 0 1 2 /4

Divide the

the clock hand.

Exercise 2

1

(2 3
-3 =1.

(1 - 4) 4. 4 1.

3 +(3 = 0

(3 + 2

=,4,b) +- (1 (1)

2 - 1) -

= 0

5 and the r malnder gives you the position of

12- '1
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4

2

(d) 5

le) 8 (not assoc.

C) 1

1: c, and 0-are commutative

sly'c, and e are associative; in b, 3 # l5 -7 for e

defined,

look for _ t y of n to diagonal from upper left tb lower

le, not

No, Nip

(b) Yes, Yes

(c) Yee, Yes

-id) Yes, Yes

(e Yeas:Jos

(f) Yes, Yob

(g) No, No

(h) Yes, Yes

.6 20
).6 t 21+ 28

-7 20 '24 28 32
9 24 28 32 36

6 7
7 8 9 10

10 11 12 13
4 13 14 15 16

Exercise 3

1. a, diand a are closed

bi d are not closed, because other num

row' on the outside.
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lee -4

table a

closed

closed (this is assuming

-10 - 15 .7. -5 has meaning here

(k) not closed

(1) closed

(m) not closed

table c - 12, table d - 0, table e = 2

b) table a 1+ 4, 2 t 3 5 + 5; Yes

table c - 1 + 11, 2 10, 3 + 9, 4-+

table d - 0 4. ©# No

table e- 2+ 2 3 +

8, + 7, 6-+ 6, 12 + 12; Yes

Exercise 5

(a) Yes (b) Yes. Xe6 (d) Yes

2..
IN-means first do nothing and then flip the triangle About the

vertical axes

M01 will result

(a) o 14

1

M M I

(b) Xs

The operation is h

or =M

ative d assocja4ve.



S2 53 It his not commutative

51 52 There is an identity c

Each change has an inverse

A B

V The operation

2 NOT commutative.

There is an identity

1 0 same as table to left
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'successive aPplication 0

b) The table would be the same

(e) N

ICI IaTI I

11) 1±1 gl

ICI ICI ICI 32

s3

I I A I 1E-1 S4

1.11 ICI 55

I
sl 53

Si 55

2 3 54

52 51

,s4
S4 .§5

55 55,, th?

NXerdii 6

1. I

s' 4(1a

1

I 6-
5

Al S2

S2 S1

o tire switches.

to table in 3 of this, exercise.

55- The ;oration is

(4) w

- W k) R

a

nmutative

There is an identity. change

and each change has an inverse.'

P1 1g)

1) P2

would be to demonstrate that con-

elltpaire OT._ elements in the set. The truth
ts

from the, table page ,14 Note 'symmetry Of.tabis
0

tion, as c, pa



130

12J (g) X

(h) XP2

Yes, the way n which the . th 'es iele ent are opera d o

difference the same arsver..,appeara.

'You could prove this by demonstrating thatassob

.

all Combinations of triple elementil.n thi set.

To prove you wrong-, someene else

that as riot' associ tive.

'Exer

b

Properties of closure, comMutativity

element

Scene as

multipliation. No inve

vity held.for'

only to fine one case.

aarsoc a ivit ide

(a) above plus the identity leMegtfor addition.

Properties of closucs, cOMmutativ tyy a'ssoclativity, ident

element for multiplication. No Inver

Same as (c) above, _i _a the identity 4slemtint,

"Propertae_ of closure, commutatilityy, &ssoclativity, 'idebt

element for additio No

f Same as (e) above.

Same as ( above, minus the identity eiermin

Not closed; does have properties/ofcomMutatiy

so iativity; no identity element. NO in

We could not Make compfete tables Or abovir600

dbfinite.
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=

7

g) 6

(1)

Yes

Yes

)- 3 is- the square root he square root of 4; 4
square root' f It; 1 fs the ewe root of 1; and 0 is the
square root of.O.

(b) Yes, 1" (f) Number_ uare Roots of the Numb
0 -

Na 1 and
one

Yes, sad s 3 c

4 2 and 4 ,
Yea, 2 and, 5 5 none

(a). 4, -9, ,16, 25, etc.

(b) Yes .

(c) rites -not have a uare rpo t n the ' syst b r e al num

(eL.Nuzat
I 4 9 16 36 49 64 81 100

°to I

Numberll 2 117 8 9 16_
175



pl :Te ns

TRUE -, FALSE

, N

by de ed by tables._

be made to mean anything. proViding we define

entity for multiplication in o din ari e c

_11. The identity for addition
T 5. The identity for additlo

4 is' 4.
. The additive, inverse of 2 in the mod system

In- ordinate arithmetici he inverse of division!

multiplication' by it.

I? 8 Al]. algebrai

-T 9. In mod 6-arithmetic, 0 2.

T 10. Negative- numbers ere no needed---1 stem --

Find the
(11 1; 9 + 2) mod 12

( 0 2. -(5 + 3) mod 6

Find the differences

( 3)

( 5) 4.

)

mod-j

Find'-the products:

( §) 3. ((a:+. 7).)( (6i-rnod

6- :1



PART III. MULTIPLE CHOICES,
.table-below describes a mathematical system. It is to, be

u ed in answer questions 1, 2, end 3 below.

Which one of the following sta4ments 'id true?
A. The set (A, _ C, D) noi- clotted With respect tot/the!

Operation,

*B.. The opSration
The operation

L. The opeilation

None of the' above.

The den

A

B.

*C C.

p1; both A and B
a

_EAL _ nonCor .the. .above._



ir iiM:

verde.

riverse.

only A arid C -have inverses.

the 'elements has an inverse.

*E. all the elements have inverses.
for what modulus -is 2 - true?

Ctt mod 8
_ .

d _7

E. none of the above.
Fo the system consisting of the se f x of odd numbers and the

6 .operation .of multipligationF
4
A. the system is not closed.
B. the system is not coimnutative.

C. the system has no 'identity element..
.

none of the above is correct.
all of the above are correct.

For the system,,consisting of the set o
and theoperation of, addition:

.the- system: is not closed.
the system has an identity element.

= -the system has an inverse for 'addition for each element
all of the above are - correct.
one of the'above is correct.

even whale numbers

tiaal system consists f several thingS, Which,of

in , a- mathematical oystem?



6 elemen

non o t 'above

Produbtligo two i4Slitl.aalY tact

e square-rootW the,,product,

is rbe '06 of the wd#
t.,

,_e.. 4 d egti_t elem -f:.the 'ppod--
V -

ablov?:. #Y,.
-

tIQ8 are: ..'

Ve:- v
'.. '.: 41

o- sv 4-t
a o ,

t ve.

. no the Bove. -)
..--- ....

-- ,

7-

a 160I' system as aribeditelow: in answer
---4.p

ion% 10, -11, an 12 %slow. eset,of elementa_in our.syste
,

.., ..-

changes T, a re

alOri
means, on -_,means on R means turn'
.hotizontal:- the vertic halfway around

axis its.center,





dtaYelst'-ginigvInor this unit:
to the teaching

ate dates: OIK

D'
ANSWEA ANY OF TM QUE8TIONS BELOW

statement about the ability level
class and state whether your Sphool:u004

A ,geneous grOuping.

2. What parts of the proved,

of. the- pupils' in the
some plan of homcs

be the most teachable?

-what parts of the unit proved to be -the most difficult to
_ ,_teach?

Did you omit any -p t?

.Did you-use any - supplementary---developmental- matertals?

If 800,What were they, and at what points were they used?

Did you find it necessary .to..prOvide . pupils with 'addittOn-
al: material?'
If so, was it from textbook or did you write your own?

ou thlrik that . a unit on this topic' should be. included
textbooks for 7th and bth grades?

Please make ANY additional comments about your teaching ex-
perience with this unit which you think -Would: be helpful to
the Panel responsible for preparing and experimenting with
textbook materials for grades 7- and 8.



of 'Teachers Commen

o.tea0h0s, reported on unit XIVk both had puplis of

ge bility; both thought the material should' be included in

V ptil"kredecurriculum; no materlAl was_omitted; one teacher:
sjand4he,,other spent 10 days on 'this unit.'

teacher fo the introductory material to Exercises

glides o teach., The other foUnd.redtangle changes easiest. 'The

%)110,04114S Poilito were `mentioned as' difficult to teach:
ber

ivation or the concepts of closure and inverses.

Problem 3 of Eiercises 5 needs careful explailation..= IThe
.

following} additional information was.donsideral usefurt,_

The axes will remain stationary; e.g; the. flip about-the'
throUgh-13-in the-figUre will always'Ibe-a _

a vertical ,axis., This is important when suc a flip-

follows the turning of the triable' about it center.

Example":, First turn' the triangle:1200'about:its center
then (flip about the vertical,* axis ) would be represented

by the following:sketches: e


